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will fall. This is a Chin
may not be true all the tim
true when applied to the
the no less dramatic fall of the Gang of Four,
all of which happened within a little over a
decade. Little or absolutely nothing was in
one

fact known of the four before 7964. It is
true that during the Great Leap Forward
Chang Chun-chiao wrote and published an

article on the bourgeois right which caught
Chairman Mao's attention. But the fact that
the practical measure proposed by Changabolition of the wage system-was not adopted or even seriously discussed, showed that
it was considered with a great deal of reservation. Chiang Ching was known only for the
claim she staked out in 1964 on modern revolutionary operas. People vaguely remem-
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Wang Hung-wen was completely unknown.
In fact even his part in the January Revolution in Shanghai, which obviously started him
on his upward swing, remains hazy to this
duy. And yet by April 1969 they were Political Bureau members or members of the Ceritral Committee of the Communist Party of
China, or both. Only seven years paised,
however, before the four were toppled in a
clean sweep on October 6, 1976.
Now the four are under nationwide criticism and new facts about them are emerging
every day. But with a fair knowledge of what
happened in the Cultural Revolution and
abundant information made available in the
Chinese press since the beginning of the criticism of the four, it is already possible for one to
put together a reasonably-accurate story of
how the four, taking advantage of the Cultural Revolution, intrigued their way into
power, overplayed their hands and exposed
themselves to the indignation of the people,
thus precipitating their own sudden downfall.
Most of the activities of the four which led
to their downfall were concentrated in the
period after the beginning of 1974 with the
launching of the campaign to criticize Lin
Piao and Confucius. It was in fact during
that period that they over-reached themselves
by stepping up their attack on Premier Chou

Enlai and large numbers of veteran revolutionary leaders, thus sealing their own fate.
But their collaboration with Lin Piao was
what started them on their quest for power,
and their strategy of bringing down a large

number of veterans of the Chinese revolution
was already visible in the early days of the
Cultural Revolution and icould also be identified with Lin. So I am'beginning this story
with the first signs of the Cuftural Revolution.

The Rise and Fall of the
Gang of Four
For the dregs which haue been thrown up to the surface are but dre-gs,
their surfacing can only enable people to see euen more clearly. whqt they
really are. And being what they are, they will in the end sink again.
Lu Hsun

to

Reaolutionary Operas

Chairman Mao's criticism, devoted themto their creation. Tahing Tiger Mountain by Strategy was staged as early as 1958
by the Peking Opera Theatre lof Shanghai.
But even in 1963 Chiang Ching still spent a
great deal of her time
including The Death
acrobatic opera. which
encouraged by the revisi
Ministry of Culture at that time.
selves

Chiang Ching's rise

in the Cultural Revolu-

was-based on the claim that she was 'the

tion
creator of the model theatrical works' and a
'standard-bearer of the revolution in literature
and art.'
But it is a Well-knowri fact that the revolution in literature and art was first launched by
Chairman Mao at the Yenan Forun in 1942 in
which Chiang Ching could have played no
role, much less'standard-bearer.
meaningful
-revolutionary
Peking opera' Chiang

As to

.

When Chiang Ching became an advisor to
the festival of 1964, this recent convert surprised many with the zeal and gusto with
which she applied herself to the new operas.
At a meeting called by Premier Chou during
the festival, Chiang Ching sct hersel[up as the
champion of revolutionary operas. She asked

Premier of the Mongolian minority and an
opera lover.
A considerable harvest of rr,todern Peking

for her perSonal advancement than for the promotidn of revolutiondisplayed was more

ary operas.

the motive force in the making of history. In
1963 Chairman Mao complained that theatre,
along with various other forms of art, was still
dominated by 'the dead', i.e., emperors, prime
ministers and generals of the olden days.
Most of those operas staged at the festival and
later to be known as model revolutionary
theatrical works came into being around 1964
when revolutioirary. opera artists, in response
2

claimed authorship of five Pe king operas,
two ballets and one symphonic work arrd
named them model revolutionary theatrical

w91ks.1 Nobody; was allowed 'to tamper
with the eight works. When staging thtm
or adapting them to other regional- forms
of opera, no one was to. change a single

straight plays,- were likewise discouraged.
For years all the movie studios in China did
was film model works or documentaries. Almost all the model w
ted from
films or theatrical .wo
r period,
and all such original
be suppressed. The opera
Girl had
been very popular, and musically it represents
China's first successful attempt at blending
Chinese and Western music. Most of its music-,

or at least its musical

themes, went

minations':- am-ong all the characters, the positive ones should dominate the stage; among
the positive ones, the heroes shouli dominatE
the stage ; and among'the heroes, the chief
heroes should dominate the stage. She often
used such rules as criteria to Jriticize works
created by others. The fact is that rules like
this could hardly apply to even her own
works. Could one allow a supporting character, say an ordinary member of a pLA contingent in figer Mo
sitive character,
Ching's definitio
he appears at th

into the

insulting and distressing was that, after Ma's
death, his ,obituary listed only a few of his
works, and the best of them, his music for
lhe White:Haired Girl, was not even mentiononceal the fact that'faking
by Strategy was actually
pop.ulal lovel Tracks in the
m the War of Liberation in
Northea
g
have
"inwould
chanqgd
the opera,
^man
actually:
on Army
who die
wards the end
of the Liberation War, had Chairman Mao
not intervened and stopped her.

An Opera Critique
As Chiang Ching thus pushed herself into

the limelight, the Cultural Revolution

was

and the necessary re-adjustment in industry
and agriculture, Liu Shao-chi tried to reverse
the advance of socialism in the Chinese counehold farming and
n the field of,p.oart dominated by
s were made to
ment ran high among the people and all Chairman.Mao's and Premier Chou,s exhortations
to rectify this intolerable situation fell on
deaf ears.
|tro real efforts were made to rea)ize Chairmah Mao's directive that literat".e-urra *t

volutio
tion.
came i
tones,

capitalist restoraoperas and plays

tli political

over-

upright officials

who, with the interests of the common people at heart, were not afraid of openly confronting the emperor. Among these were
what was called the 'new historical opera'The Dismissal of Hai /zzz. No effort was spared to drive home the parallel between Hai Jui
and Peng Teh-huai (HaiJui, a mandarin at the
Ming court, was once also a Defence Minister!) in order to impress the audience that
the dismissal of Peng was wrong and that he
should be reinstated.
So to stop this insidious drift towards revisionism, it was natural that following Chairman Mao's complaint that the Chinese stage
was dominated try 'the dead', a first move in
the form of a critical arti'cle should be made
against this hew historical opera', The Dismissal of Hai Jui. It was obviously Chairman
Mao's idea to have such a critique written.
But with the media and propaganda organs
in Peking almost wholly controlled by Uu
Shao-chi and his lieutenants, it was impossible
to have such an article written in Peking, let

Lin Piao-Chiang Ching Alliance

tural Revolution team led by Peng Chen and
the setting up of a new one on May 16. On
the same day a circular. was issued by the
Party Central Committee setting out the
meaning and objectives of the Cultural Re-

But before this, in February, an alliance
was sealed between Lin Piarr and Chiang
Ching when the latter was entrusted by the
former with the supervision of a forum called
by him to discuss literary and art work in the
was used.

A recent check through old issues of Wen
Hui Pao turned up material to show that Yao,
a then young but prolific writer, was quite a
nimble opportunist. Only a few weeks before the launching of the anti-Rightist campaign in 1957, Yao was still writing articles
in his paper in sympathy. with a Rightist
writer in Shanghai. But soon he did a complete about-face, berating the same writer
and thus setting himself up as an anti-Rightist
hero. The same political wavering was again
revealed in the article on the Hai Jui opera.
Chairman Mao had made the point quite clear
that, in stressing the 'dismissal'of HaiJui, Wu
Han was alluding to the dismissal of some one
in present-day China, namely, Peng Teh-huai,
and that only by bringing out this point could
Wu Han's motivation be thoroughly exposed.
But Yao, who had repeatedly praised Peng
for his 'Party spirit', his 'revolutionary will of

m,,Lin Piao was
riiliant example
works', andr- in
tum, Lin told the gathering that Chiang was a
'thinker' and that she was 'strong in politics
and well-versed in art.' Chen Po-ta, who may
have brought the two togetherr, compared
Chiang with Dante of the European Renais.
sance and Lu Hsun of the May 4'Movement
era.

That alliance was to last till September 13,
1971, when Lin Piao's plane crashed in Outer
Mongolia after his attempted armed coup had
been foiled. Immediately before tha(, Chiang
Ching took a picture of Lin pretending to study
Chairman Mao's works which was intehded for
publication on the following National Day.
Down with Eoeryone
Though Chairman Mao had clearly stated in

the 'Sixteen Points' that capitalist roaders
comprised merely a fraction of the cadres,
the slogan which called upon the maSigs to
'suspect all and pull down everyone'.,was
launched by Lin Piao and members of ,the

November 10, 1965, that he soon had another
written to drive home the meaning of the 'dismissal'.
4

Gang of Four very early on in the Cultural Revolution and had since persisted on anfli off
in different forms till the downfall of .thel

of Four.
When this slogan was criticized, yao Wenyuan put the blame on Tao Chu and the soGang

other than hooligans were trying to get at
Chen and, through him, Chou En-lai. Lin
Piao and Chen Po-ta had found Chou a stum-

tanuary Storm

orm in Shanghai

ment for struggling against all leading cadres,
or against the masses. But that did nLt deter
ultra-Leftists
all out yelling for
the blood of
of leading.ad.es.
Even- a year
o Chu wai finally
toppled, the
d not run out of

in

1967

of the working class taking
handful of capitalist-roadconomism in an attempt to
undermine the Cultural Revolution. Chang
Chun-chiao was first opposed to the workers-'
move. When he learned later that Chairman

steam.

The struggle against Chen Yi, Foreign Minister and close lieutenant of Premier Chou En-

me-eting, h-owever, a section

of the gathering
did not stick to their side of the afreement
and started to yell: 'Down with Chen Yil' On

Chairman Mao's support, Premier Chou
pointed out to Chang that the objective of the
January Storm, like that of the Cultural
Revolution of which it was a part, was to
seize power frgm a handful bf capitalist
roaders. It could not mean and nevef was a

In the following month, a crowd besieged
^Chou
with questions, arguments, complaiits,
and repeated demands to allow them io criti
cize Chen Yi again. For 18 hours Chou st6od
firm and weni without either food or rest.
When some threatened to intercept Chen Yi's
car if he ever appeared in the street, or
force their way into the Great Hall of the Peoreal role in the January Storm in Shanghai
was never clearly spelled out until recently.
According to big-character posters put up during the past few months at the No. lJ National Cotton Mill in Shanghai, where he was
a worker after his demobilization from the

army and later became a member of the factory security section, he seemed to suddenly
become politically active towards the end of
1966, and his power base was a fraternity of
sworn brothers he had managed to gather,
and orginized more or less on the pattern of
the old Shanghai underworld. At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, he tried to
ingratiate himself with the work team sent by
the original Municipal Party Committee, hoping that they would make him the head of the
Cultural Revolution team of his factory.
When the work team gave the job to some one
else in the factory, he turned against them
and he and his fraternity declared themselves
'rebels'. On the eve of the seizure of power
by the Shanghai rebel workers, Wang Hungwen got himself elected deputy commander
of the Shanghai Workers' Revolutionary Rebel General Headquarters by flaunting his
qualifications of being a 'demobilized arrnyman', 'factory security cadre'and tmember of
the Communist Party' and promising to bring
3,000 men fiom his factory to the inauguration of the Rebel General Headquarters, a
promise which he nevei kept. Obviously
when Chang Chun-chiao decided to switch his
support to the workers' side, he found in
Wang and his fraternity a useful ally and immediately put them under his wing.

whether Taching is a white banner or a red
bahner.' He then went on to review the
history of Taching since its earliest days, and
in a resolute voice he' declared: 'Taching
belongs to the 700 million people of China.
All its successes have been victories for
Chairman Mao's revolutionary line. Whoever
tries to topple this red banner will be smashed.'

First A t tach on'faching

bourgeois democrats and therefore necessarily
capitalist roaders.

.

Among the numerous manifestations of the
concept if 'suspecting all and pulling down
everyone' was whdt happened in Taching in
1967. A group of young 'rebels' from Peking
came to this by then world re-nowned oilfield,

ostensibly 'to learn from Tachingl. After
going through the motions of investigating
the situation' there, they charged that Taching was inspired not by the thought of Mao
Tsetung, but by the revisionism of Liu Shaochi. They denounced Wang Chin-hsi, an oil
worker who had risen from the rank-and-file
to become the leading spirit of 'China's biggest
oillield, as a shady character with a question.able history.
Later on another group came from Peking
to call an accusation meeting of workers,

and charges ryere hurled at Wang Chin-hsi and
the Taching leadership. Some-one shouted at
Wang: 'You're not a man of iron (for that was
what he had come to be called throughout the
country because of his undaunte*d spirit).
You're a man of mud.'Wang raised his head
and replied: 'Whether I'm a-man of iron or

of mud doesn't matter. What matters is

6

Such repeated attempts to run Taching
down were obviously in line with Lin Piao's

Wang Chin-hsi could no longer be a revolution-

ary with the position and fame he had won'
'The privileged,' he said 'cannot have any
desire for revolution; Wang can only transform himself into his opposite now.' The
implication of this statement went rnuch
further than any single man. Chang was
actually hinting that all those who had
reached a high-position in the Party would
Here one sees a
ipso facto

variation
everyone'
what he

all-pull

down

the beginning of

later-the

theorY

that at least 75 per cent of leading cadres are

'Armed Struggles'

. It was also in early 1967 , after the nationwide movement to seize power was launched,
that factionalism
struggles among
out. In a sense i
that heated deb
holding different views would at least in some
cases develop into scuffles. But since Chairman Mao had made it very explicit that no
violence would be condoned, it was up to the
leaders in the Cultural Revolution team to do
all in their power to discourage violence from
the outset. Nevertheless, even at a time when
spread, Chiang
violen
the principle of
Ching
violence iri de'using
fence'
this was a dangerous proposition. In the first place it made
no distinction whatsoever'between the social
classes involved or the difference between
right and wrong. In the second place it was
couched in such vague terms that it could

lend itself to all sorts of interpretation and
pave the way for further and fiercer violence.
It is true that Marxists have never denied
the importance of revolutionaryviolence. Re-

volution

es

rebels) and the combination

of old, mid-

violence. But for Marxists violence

introduction of Workers' Mao

broad revolutionary unity impossible. Thus
tle- forming of revolutionary committees at
all levels was retarded. When iactionalism and
violence spread from schools into factories;,
even production broke down, and in some

places equipment and products were smashed
up. Because of such disturbances, industrial
production ,suffered some reverses in 1967
and 1968.

Behind Chiang Ching's advocation for
violence was a sinister motive. The Gang of
Four was obviously aware of their o*r, *".uk-

.Tsetung

Thought Propaganda Teams, who now took i
leading role in struggle-criticism.transformation activities in educational institutes.
Responding to Chairman Mao's call, young
people began to settle in the countryside. and
border regions. Cadres renewed their links
with the working peqple by,spending some
time at May 7 cadre schools.

The 12th Plenary Session of the Eighth
Central Committee was held from August 13
to 31 that year,. and Liu Shao-chi, wh.o

classes, was given emphasis..

With thi
Soviet invas
the Northea
place in Pek

mittee and Lin Piao reluctantly agreed to read
another report drafted by its own appointed
committee.

The successful conclusion of the congress
heightened people's .enthusiasm for new ulnity
and new yictories. The 'liberation' of cadres
soon got underway. Criticism of revisionism
agency ,in charge

of law and order. Later he
I to openly advocate a 'second armed
f"l-.91 headquarters' under Chang Chun-chia-o
and himself
was

Greater Unity

aid

Victories

Despite interference by Lin Piao and the
of Four, the setting dp of revolutionary
committees on the basii o-f the three-in-one
combination (revolutionary cadres, army and

Gang

least two years as a worker, peisant or soldier,

and be recommended by his superior with the
aoproval of his fellow workers. He has also to
go through appropriate tests for ascertaining
his cultural level.

The Cultural Revolution had won a decisive victory and seemed to be entering a
period of relative stability. With the programme of struggle-criticism-transformation,
the revolution in education which began with
the Cultural Revolution was now being consolidated, and its results institutionalized, to
bring up a new generation of workers with
both socialist consciousness and culture. Industrial and agricultural development was to
be put into higher gear, and research by scientists both in laboratories and in collaboration
with grass-root research workers among the
labouring people was to be encouraged. Continuing to grasp revolution, the nation was
poised for a leap forward in socialist constructron,
'lhe Lin Piao Debacle

In this new situation, Lin Piao began to
feel the ground slip from under his feet. He
felt that time was against him and he had to
seize power now if he was ever to succeed. In
September 1970 he took the Second Plenary
Session of the Ninth Party Central Committee
by complete surprise by delivering a report
on the question of 'geniuses'. The session
had been called to discuss the convocation of
the Fourth National Congress and the draft of
a new Constitution to be submitted to the
Congress. At Chairman Mao's recommendation, the office of Chairman of the People's
Republic of China, which had been held first
by Mao and later Liu Shao-chi, was to be
abolished. To this, Lin and his handful of
henchmen in the top Party leadership took
strong exception. Lin wanted that office
badly and refused to see himself deprived
of such a position and all the power which
would go with it. For his report on the question of 'geniuses', in fact the theory on which
he based his claim to the office of head of
state, Lin was criticized by Chairman N(ao and
a number of other Central Committee members. Chairman Mao was determined to help
Lin see his own mistake and be won over to
the position of the majority in the Central
Committee.

But Lin was adamant. He refused to listen
Chairman Mao's or anybody else's arguments. Instead, he went on to scheme with

to

8

his handful of sworn followers, putting together the notorious 'Outline of the 571 Project', a blueprint for armed take-over of the
Party and government, including even the
assdssination of Chairman Mao. The attempt
was foiled, however, even before it was iaurched, and Lin and his closest followers fled the
country in a Trident on September 13, 797 l,
in the direction of the Soviet Union. They
were only 200 kilometres inside Outer Mongolia when their plane Gashed, killing all on
board.

Though the whole country was told of Lin
Piao's attempted coup and his death in the air

crash soon after the event, criticism of him
in the press specified no one by narne. 'Political swindlers like Liu Shao-chi' were criticized for their apriorism, and people were
exhorted to give full play to the fine revolutionary style of political study closely integrated with practice. They were asked to
study Chairman Mao's 'On Practice'. The criteria by which one can distinguish between
genuine and pseudo-Marxists was summarized

by Chairman Mao in the 'three do's and three
don'ts': 'Practise Marxism, and not revisionism; unite, and don't split; be open and abeveboard, and don't intrigue and conspire.' 'Polittical swindlers like Liu Shao-chi'were criticized for divorcing politics from practical work,
and theory from practice. Their assertion
that 'it is all right for politics to sweep aside
practical work' was vehemently denounced.
The correct relations between agriculture and
light and heavy industry once again received
attention. The stereotyped literary style
spread by Lin Piao, again without naming
names, was to be set right. Modernization
was put on the agenda for the first time in
years. To bring the intellectuals' initiative
into tull play, correct implementation of the
Party's policy towards them was urged.
Cadres were exhorted to carry on the revolution, work for progress and evaluate themselves in an objective way.
Temporary Eclipse

Many of these points were similar to those
made now in relation to the Gang of Four. And

one can well imagine the predicament the
four were in at that time, particularly because
their close relations with Lin Piao, including
Chiang Ching's personal association with Lin
and his wife, were pretty well known. And in
the early seventies after the exposure of Lin,
one did somehow feel that the four were going through a political eclipse. They were le ss

in the public eye and

made less noise. But

they did not corypletely fade from the picture. The downfall of Chen Po-ta and Wang
Li left them in control of some of the most
sensitive of the media, including the Party

journal Red Flag. Chiang still had a great deal
of pull in the field of literature and art, and
the four were building up their power base
in universities and schools. In the autumn
of 1971, Yao Wen-yuan was powerful enough
to suppress an editorial on the mechanization
of agriculture. This had been written for the
People's Daily following the trend of thinking revealed at a national congress on that
subject convened try the State Coun'cil under
instructions from the Party Central Committee.

But even in those fields they had come under pressure. In 1972 Chairman Mao added
his support to the growing general dissatisfaction with the scarcity of theatrical works. In
talking to an actor he said there had been too
few of those works and it was necessarv to
make the stage blossom anew.

At a meeting with film workers, Premier
Chou said: 'The masses have been complaining that there are too few films . . .Righf they
are. This has not only been true with films,
but also in publishing. . .The masses have
an urgent desire for films and books, but have
been given too few . . .We must give them new
revolutionary works.'
S

cientific

Res

e

arc

h

in

Uniu ersitie s

The importance of basic theoretical research in the natural sciences, a department
which had been ignored because of the straitjacket put on institutes concerned by Lin
Piao's followers, was raised once again by Premier Chou En-lai in 1970 and, after the death
of Lin Piao, in 1972. In that year, Prefessor
Yang Chen-ning visited China and suggested

to Peking University and the Institute of
Physics of the Academy of Sciences that
study and research should be promoted in
the field of basic theory. After a meeting
with Yang on July 14, the Premier said:
'Yung Chen-ning was very straightforward.
Chairman Mao thought highly of him after
reading the minutes of his talks.' The Premier then said to Professor Chou Pei-yuan,
China's leading physicist and Vice-Chairman
of the Peking University revolutionary committee: 'Build up your university's science departments and raise the level of basic theoretical research. This is a task I am entrusting

you with. If there are arry snags, push them
aside; any obstacles, remove them.' Based on
this instruction, a project to strengthen basic
theoretical research and teaching in Peking
and Tsinghua Universities was drafted and
submitted to the Premier. On November 8
he returned the document with the comment:
'Revise this document carefully . . .with due
regard to the respective characteristics of the
two universities. Present it to the faculties
and to new and old students for serious
discussion. Then submit it for scrutiny to
the scientific education section (of the State
Council) before sending it on to me.' Following his instruction, a project was finally drau'n
up and submitted to the State Council.
Though the Gang of Four were able to make
a great deal of hullabaloo against the project,
they were compelled to have Chou Pei-yuan's
article on the revolution in scientific educa-

tion in

comprehensive universities published
in the Guangming Daily on October 6.
B

lank

E

xamination Paper

Chang Chun-chiao felt strongly about the
shameful end of Lin Piao. He lamented that
whatever power they had gained in collaboration with Lin was now completely lost. There
would have to be a second seizure of power,
he told his confidants. Though their all-out
attempt to seize back power did not start
until 1974 in the movement to criticize Lin
Piao and Confucius, initial skirmishes took
place in the summer of 1973, again in the
field of education.

In April 1973 the State Council pointed
out in a circular on the 1973 enrolment of
university and college students: the principle
of enrolling outstanding workers, peasants
and soldiers with two years of practical experience, and the principle of having the
masses review and recommend every candidate must be strictly adhered to. On the basis
of political qualification, the candidate's cultural level should also be taken into careful
consideration. For that purpose, a candidate
must go through cultural tests in order to
have his level of basic knowledge and his
ability to analyse and solve problemi ascertain-r
ed. But at the same time measures must
be taken to avoid 'putting marks in command'.
This was actually a re-iteration of general
principles laid down for the first post-Cultural
Revolution enrolment in 1970.
One of the Gang of Four's henchmen in
Liaoning was touched to the quick and react-

ed'vehemently. , (In the, Chinese press his
name was withheld, obviously out of the respect for the Chinese principle of pre-judging
none of the top villains' followers until'hii

my right to criticize

.'

said to have tumed in a blank pappr with a
letter addressed to 'the leadership.' L jumped at it. He ordered the paper and letter to
be sent to the Liaoning Daily fot publication
under an editor's note, eulogizing the young
man for his spirit of 'going against the tide'.
But when the final copy for publication

,

Hsingcheng was one of,the places in Uaoning where a pilot set of cultural tests was
held. Candidates were allowed to refer to
books and questions were in no way designed to catch them out. But even before the

to

castigate the
ion by the bourun-chiao echoed
doors to youths
eat

:';
a production team leader of a commt,rr.Ti
Hsingcheng, wai brought up. Chang was

spected leadership' concludes with-the following: 1I do hope consideration will be given to

a production team leader that I am,
-E as
that I may realize my heart's desire and ideal.'

Blind with a desire to hurl this young man 4t
the State Council, L crossed out this last sentence in the letter and inserted into the editor's
note the remark that 'no political or historical
problems have been found' among Changts
iamily members and their social contacts.
Thus expunged of
the letter, along with

published rn the Liao
and reproduced the fo

T en C ounter -ac
'

culsations

When ctiticizing the film based on'laching Oilfield-The Pioneers-Chiang Ching and
her cronies leuelled at the film 'ten accusations'. Recently at the National Conference
on Learning from'faching in Industry, Vice-Premier Yu Chiu-li brought upon the Gang
of Four also ten accusations. fhey are, in h'is words:

(I) ffrey viciously attacked Taching's

basic

of getting things going with Chair.
man Mao's two theses and opposed the appliexperience

cation of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought to the industrial front. Chairman
Mao's brilliant works, 'On Practice' and 'On
Contradiction', are scientific summaries of the
experience of the Chinese people's protracted
revolutionary struggle, a development of Marxist philosophy and an important theoretical
basis on which our Party shapes its line, principles and policies. If the Taching workers,
i,vith just the blue sky over their heads and the
grasslandq under their feet, had not armed
thernselves with the dialectical and historical
materiilist world outlook of the proletariat
iir chinging the world, could they have orrer.
come so many difficulties and opened such a
big oilfield at such unusually high speed? If
10

revolutionary revisionist line.

(2) They

tamp

lini ind oppoted
line on the

indust

basic

n this
ao ln-

herited, defended and developed Marxism'
Lenirtism, put forward the great theory of

in Peking. Chang was not only.ad- Grrg of Four for their evil-doing. In the case
mitted to an agribultural college in Liaoning, of it . teenage $rl mentionei above for
but also 3-pp.oilted to its revoiutionary com- example, threJyo'ung -.r *orkirg in a regimittee. He became an overnight celebrity as mentil politici defiartment of "the Inn"er
'the candidate who turned
onstruction Corps wrote a letter
To be exact even that is a r
rarning her that others might be
that science paper, he did
theirirlteriormotives. The"three
of the minor questions' in t
inted out to her that teachers and
tjol ald,got six marks out
are comrades in revolution. They
dred. In the camp-aign to
Lin
Piao
ought
to
help each other make mutual poliand Confucius and that of-criticize
fighqng back at ticil and ideological progress and not wrangle
attempts- to reverse correct verdicts, Chang over minor matters. This angered Chiang
was to become the_ Gang 'of Four's chief Ching's errand woman so mrlih that, witfi
loudspeaker when _they challenged the im- Chiaig's support, she had a letter written in
p.lement-ation of Chairman Mio's revolu- the ySung giil" ,u-., accusing the three of
tionary line at every turn.
being sp5kEsmen for counterlrevolutionary
: Later in the year. a teenase sirl student restorat s' on chiang's-.inst-ructions,
tten,letterwaspublishedb.utnot
ql.
was,set
bt ini."g c-liiig1"-xts'.^r";;""i 1l:
lett
the three' It was stressed in an
the
"p
woman to'stir up teaZherstident ;;f-;;headli
tion, eliminate ill discipline ani make the
Inner
normal holding of cla#s i*potsift.. Chaos
essure
and even destruction began to spread through
ple s Daily

schoors and

coueses.

Going Against the

Tide

public

*i?iTil:.,,,1;j#r.T:.i[il?::1.]#:,j

to take any action againit the three. In fact
the young girl also received many similar
There was no.lack- of
.people who deli- letteis f.oir 6ta workers in Peking,askingher
berately went against the tiAe t'o criticize the t" U.*ur.-of ;;y;;'i.i.us manipulation.

continuingtherevolut.,.*o..ffiincitepeopleto.kickasidethePartf,
d formulated the committees to make revolution' at Taching
ch is the life-line and elsewhere in the country.. But for the
the Party's basic Communist farty, there would have been no
azenly slandered new China and no victory for socialism, and
s 'criticism of the we would have nothing.'If the party were
p.etty bour&eoisie by.the big bourgeoisie' and kicked aside, where *o.iia the revolution be
slandered Taching'is class education in the Their ,revoiution, was counter-revolution,
t bitterness with which meant overthrowing the Communisf
on' and 'out- Party and placing themselics in its stead, If
ted the prin- this 'sinistei gu"[ of counter-revolutionarics
er, it would mean the Kuominnaries and fascists coming to
down as to the relations be
,ji
and or.irselves, set as target of
iT'
I,i:'d"
:lilf;
to be overthrown leading
||sm":111'J.
and imperialism, and'the
levels who adhered to Chair
rple would t.^ ugil" tfrio*" in1"
tionary line, and incited lar
sants, counter-revolutionarir
llt^tL, ---,,-and ord and new uorrg.;i,
lP.Y:"-1:*il::
P:^.il:]:*Ti
-il:':Jfr1'Si',H.tff:'r"uli;t:i"::
against the proletariat i"n an i
the.dictatorship of the prol
slandere
caPitalism.
the ,Iron Man,
!

'

(3) They formed a bourgeois factionalistsetup, ganging together to pursue their or,trr interests and usurp suprerrie.leadership of the
Party. They tried everything in their power to
undermine the Party's centralized leadership

sru.d fighter

iarho dedlcared

with boundless devotion. They labelled as

'people with vested interests' and 'forces for
restoration' heroes an,il model workers in
11

'

Between July 1973 and August 1975, Chu
Ching-to, an actor and rnartial arts instructor
with the Shanghai Chekiang Opera Theatre
wrote three letters to Chairman Mao charging
Chang Chun-chiao with maligning Chen Yi behind the backs of Chairman Mao and the
Party Central Committee. In the last two of
the three letters he denounced Chang Chunchiao for not being open and above-board, for
hiding the true state-of-affairs in the Shanghai
militia from the Central Committee, for being

deceitful, and for being implicated in Lin

plot. Public security personnel ordered to arrest and investigate Chu
insisted that Chu's was not a case of contradictions between the people and the enemy
and that he should be released forthwith.
Piao's restorationist

Lin Piao and Confucius

At the beginning of 1974, a few months
after the Tenth Party Congress, the Gang of
Four became increasingly dissatisfied with
the rehabilitation of large numbers of cadres
loyal to Chairman Mao and his revolutionary
line, and their own failure to nominate many
of their cronies to the Central Committee.
They saw Premier Chou's failing health and
Taching and other sectors of the country's
industry known for their great contributions
to the socialist revolution and construction.
They tried in every way to discredit all advanced units and individuals who had been
commended by Chairman Mao and the Party
Central Committee. On the other hand,
they honoured riffraff, bullies, embezzlers,
grafters, people guilty of beating, smashing
and Iooting and new counter-revolutionaries.
(5)
'theory
opPose

efforts.
grow a crop or fight a battle but being masters
at sucking the blood of the workers and poor
and lowei-middle peasants, they had the im-

Chairman Mao's ageing as an opp,ortunity
for seizing greater power again, and in the
movement to criticize LinPiao and Confucius,
they directed the criticism at Premiei Chou
and other members of the Political Bureau instead of at either of the supposed targets.

Chiang Ching was repeatedly lauded by her
Material presented for'
criticism was said to be compiled entirely under the 'direct concern' and 'concrete guidance' of 'Comrade Chiang', whose name
came up again and again in the speeches. To
criticism of tin Piao and Confucius, they
added criticism of using personal relations
for private advantages. The latter should be
criticized. But treating it on a par with Lin
Piao and Confucius would be tantamount tir

two lieutenants.

the dictatorship of the proletariat.
(6) They opposed the establishment and improvement of rational rules and regulations in
socialist enterprises and smeared Taching as a
'typical example in controlling, checking and
suppressing the workers.' Chang Chun-chiao
went so far as to equate the rules and regulations which the workers consciously observed
with the feudal yoke which the landlords used
to oppress the peasants. He yelled: 'Taching's
systam of personal responsibility ls no innovation at all. When Wang Hsi-feng straightened
up Takuanyuan she was introducing a system
of personal responsibility for the women servants and handmaids.'*

(7) They opposed Taching's revolutionary
styie'of being-lionest and strict, denigrating it
as''imposing-spiritual fetters' and'practising
*

L2

Chang Chun-chiao was alluding to an episode in the classical Chinese novel Dream of the Red Chamber, in which
Wang Hsi-feng, the young lady who manages her father-inlaw's manor-house and the huge garden Takuanyuan
attached to it, allotted specific responsibilities to each and
every servant, maid or siave-girl to put the household back
in order. In this way Chang was trying to insinuate that
Taching's management was similar to the management of
a feudal household.

Two Empresses

In

the same vein, Chiang Ching,s

scri-bes

(10) The.y slandered the stipulations of
our proletarian
state on strengthening planned
management as ,revisionist decrees, and tried
years on end, all for
$9. purpose of dissipating
the:wealth of our socialiit
country.

(9
gals
and

nary sloculture'
red and
13

lavished praise upon Empress Lu, wife of Liu

first emperor of Han. This schemer
of i woman was said to be a Legalist who
succeeded to her huSband's throne and upheld his Legalist policies. In actual fact she
Pang, the

was only manoeuvring to put her brothers and
nephews into important military positions,
thereby acquiring the empire for her own
clan. In the end this landed her in trouble
with her husband's former lieutenants who
restored the empire to the Liu family. Chiang
Ching of course chose to ignore the last days
of Empress Lu's reign. But again truth was
none of her concern. Historical facts were
considered only in so far as they could be
distorted to strengthen her claim to the country's top position.

actually 33 and his wife 3BI) The two prime
ministers, whom she put to death, were accused by Liang Hsiao of bei.ng Confucian, though
they had been trusted prirne ministers of Emperor Tai Tsung whom Liang exalted as a 'Legalist emperor'! The motive behind such historical distortion was only too obvious.
Battle of the Hsishqs
Also during the movement to criticize Lin
Piao and Confucius, the Gang of F'our, as
part of their attempt at seizing power, spread
their tentacles out towards the nar,y.' Their
interest in it had begun much earlier. In the
years \964-1971 Chiang Ching paid three
visits to the naval forces on Hainan. While
there she acted as if she were over-all commander of the Liberation Army, and on each different occasion wore either an arrny or nlvy
or airforce uniform.
army and naval co
ings, and brought r
movement to criticize Lin Piao and Confucius, maintaining a constant battery of attacks
against, Premier Chou and other leaders of the

The

Party Central Committee.'
In January 1974 the armed forces, fishermen and militiamen on the Hsisha Islands in
the South China Sea warded off invading
forces of the Saigon regime and recovered the
three islands of Kanchuan, Shanhu and Chin-

mentally a weakling of an emperor,,h.e soon
handed over the reins of the state to his wife.
After his death, she pushed aside her two sons

tiveness and tyranny. She put to death
all those who were opposed to her or even so
much as criticized her, including her own son,

tion' in her name. Without a single word

about the leading role played by the Party
Central Committee and the Party Military
Commission in the battle of the Hsishas, nor
their concern over it, Chiang Ching tried to
set herself up as the sole leader in the.Party
with the
Central Committee preoccupied 'were
not
forces on the Hsishas. As if this

quarters

,

ting in ac
'This is a

atti:
mitofficers.
Once on the Hsishas, he patted everyone on
the back and offered them Chiang Ching's

in
tee,' he lectured the commanding
leader

galists and because of his 'old age' he ceded
power to his wife so she could carry on his
'Legalist line'. (At that time the emperor was

l4

g to
iang

warm regards.

Pointers in Chino Todoy
Han Suyin

Xisap

ure

of. Chiang
by
,lu_
pamtmg ?
gubrious and cynical'. She deemed it insulting to herself and 'who insults me insults the
Party.' This
proceeded to
harass and pe
rj did not like;
and since she
a nPrcc.

;;:;;il;;

;;

baleful eye
'This is not

3*:tijll'f:

mediately,
harassed by

' 'So X was held in custody, not in a jail, but
in a room irr the Art Institute where hi ta-ught
'

However, his real task was to return to Pe-

painting, while the investigation team interrogated him. '\rVhy did you paint this bird?
What was your hidden intention? Who instigated-you to paint this bird?' 'They were always looking for someone behind the scenes,'
says X. 'They wanted us to denounce someone higher up; and by that they meant one of
the old, able administrators around Chou EnThe Gang of Four's campaign in art and
lai.
literature, which devastated theie sectors in
the last five years, were really aimed at denouncing Chou En-lai and the older cadres,
especially the Long Marchers, as 'capitalist
roaders'.

'But my friends all stuck by me.

They

before she returned to Shanghai 150 days
later on the eve of China's National Day. This
was not the first time that a 10,000-tons class
ship built in China had crossed the oceans.
For two years such ships had sailed across the
the Gang

Ji:TJJ
agement before he save the order: 'Fire!'and
which inspired his men to disregard all perils.
There was also a sea breeze whlch brought a

resounding voice bidding the men to 'throw
out all invaders'-a remark said to have been
made by Chiang Ching some four years ago
when she visited Hainan. The 'poem reportage', was dragged out into almoit a thouiand
lines, published in newspapers and printed in
beautifully bound pamphlets to be circulated
inside and outside China. Had it not been for
the serious nature of what the Gane of Four
set out to achieve, the whole episode, including the _'poem reportaee', could have been
treated as a bad joke.

'lhe Feng
Qing
' On_May Day 1974 the 10,000-ton freighter
Feng Qing, built at a Shanchai shipyard, s-iitea
for. Europe. Her 32,000-mile voyige took her
across the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oce ans

there

to be a rousing

welcome

?Jl;,Ti

stories in the newipapers. One did "rd
not have to
look very far for the motivation of this

sudden enthusiasm. The press was full of
s blowing up certain differences the
shipping company had had with the shipyard,
slandering the former for 'worshipping foreign
things', and at the same time hinting there
storie

were very important people behind
shipping company. It was then that

the
the

Iieutenants, and the Feng Qing was precisely
that. But as it turned ou1, in ipite <if all thb
dust they had kicked up; they failed miser.ably to blind any one.
Lee Tsung-ying

(To be continued in our next issue)
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never abandoned

me. "Don't

give in, don't
evil intent; stick it out,"
me. At the time we all
t dare to speak out loud,
s; we were so terrorized.'

After six weeks of harassment the news of
this arbitrary detention came to Chou EnJai,
already in hospital, very ill with cancer. He
gave orders immediately, and X was released
to return home. But meanwhile X's wife and
child had lost the small house they occupied

these painters. Like X, Y
ntings at home, and hid them
away to friends and acquainChina's system Painters give
generously,
their paintings, never askaway,
ing for any money. It must be said that all
ar[ists, since the revolution, are on a salary

'When

I painted,

ings as reaciionary.
th6y came to ask me

let, bathroom, or kitchen. To cook, his wife
had to stand outside in the courtyard, in the
bitter cold, over a small earth stove. To use

went on painting. 'You can't paint in that
hole,' the invpstigators gloated. 'But I proved
them wrong,' says X. 'I pinned my paper to
the wall, and painted and painted.' To prove
it he unrolls a huge, magnificent scroll of

were with her, were cowards,' says X. 'I
didn't bow donm to their bullying. And all
my friends came. They had to stand in the
courtyard, queuing up to see me, for I could
not admit in this tiny space more than two at
a time, and we were crowded then.' For
four years, X endured this discomfort. 'None
of my friends gave me up. And the four did
not dare to order them not to come to see

Y went sick with
e.' Th
t many
doctor
ure dis

aintthen

'

So

high
hardres,

flict-

dical
care is free, they went there. 'When the four
were arrested, the hospitals emptied in a day.'

'On October 7 four of my friends came to
me,' says another painter, Z. 'They stood
outside,'and whispered in my ear: "They've
been nabbed." I could not believe it; I went
to take a drink of wine and my wife said:
"Why do you drink in the early moming?"
"Let us go and take a walk," I said. In the
see

wine stores were empty. Nobody spoke, but
everyone was smiling; and people who did not
know each other looked into each other's
eyes and shook hands.'

Today these painters, some of them world
famous, have been restored to dignity, re-

me.t

Y is another classical painter; his mountains

of famous originals (and the reproductions are
so good that it is almost impossible to tell
them apart from the original works-except
that thE price is very low) people came in
16

I have spent the last two months not only
interviewing famous professional painters, but

fr

Han Suyin (extreme right) interviewing in Peking Huang Chou (third from left), and faculty members and students of the Central School of Fine Arts.

also going to factories and villages to see
painting done there. For it is not irue that it
is the Chinese revolution which suppressed
painting in China. It is quite the opposite.

In 1949,
fessional pai
of great mis
sale of their
artists-painters, writers, musicians-for the
first time knew security. They were all put
on pay, to assure their material existence.
They also enjoyed all-expenses-paid travel to
collect material for their work, and from the

sonally, encouraged them to travel and to.go
among the people, the workers in the factbries and the peasants, to see the transformations taking place in China. Mao's general
directive 'Art must serve the people, the peasants, the workers, the soldiers' didnot mean
the stunting of art, but an expanded art.
After all, Chinese painting had suffered quite
a serious decline before the revolution, ilhad
become repetitive and without content. How-

pansion of art academies. This 'modernization' did not go without, at first, some awksome ill-balanced

with a tract
t,'says one artist.
after Liberation;
scape

ried out intelligently Mao's policies towards
the intelligentsia, scientists and artists.' M*y
painters told me how Chou saw them per-

some excellent works did emerge.

Out of this wise policy

ca.rne a massive de-

t7

worker types a bit larger than life. But it is
in massive group pain[ings that- the workers
are at their-best, and I have collected one or
two remarkable pieces.
This is what the Chinese revolution did;

quality.

everything and everyone, except himself, for
he worke"cl until too ill to stand up-Chinese

who continues to live in her poor peasant

upon was abstract Painting.

house, hoes the fields, and paints on village
walls in her spare time. (Her paintings have
received wide acclaim in Paris.) 'But of
course we never kept our paintings; we did

*
Then, came

the 'lVhite terror' or 'the

Pla-

ames given to

and the three
for power, al-

Y,

education,

and art.

In every factory in China today, there is a

'cultural c'entre', more or less well deveioped'
In a precision instruments factory in. Sian,
there are 4b full-fledged worker-painters,
whose works have beerr exhibited, and who
also operate an art rnagaTi1e,-a n^ewspaper, a
literarv rnaeazine, all within the factory, but
much'relislied by the city's people. In the
shipbuilding yards of Shanghai, I saw three

'They continued where that fascist, T'in
Piao, had begun, with violence that we had
never seen b?fore, and which was directly
against Mao's policies,' says to me the famous
painter Kuan Shan-yueh'

Instead of the general directives of Mao,
that art must reflect the transformations of
socialism, and be for the people, they issued
'art directives' as absolute rules. There must
tre rnore
they said.
of 'black
Iabelled

capitalist-roading art,' and mos_t of the ren&vned painterJ then came undel the bla.ck
list. But ifte thgf,t also spread to the factories
and to the communes.

'heroism'.

society, is
-stead of a n
the'world,
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Chiang

Ching

ed Yio Wen
Wang

I{ung-w

scream-

ao, and
helPers.

lThey negated all art, ?ll creation, everything
between 1870 and the advent of Chian[
Ching,'say the old painters

ers,
over
of 4
der

what to draw.'

there are
e county
donr! una serious
pression. 'They told us to
iation of high capitalist
ever seen a high capitalist
ked like. We didn't know

The professional

and

fill in the picture. 'The

painting must not only b
gloved hands. Buxom girls stand pressing
pamphlets
by the Gang of Four) t5
-(is_sued
their rounded
tunics. 'We had- to denounce
rapitalist roaders in our paintings. The capitalist roaders must be the oldjr cadres, t'he
seasoned Long Marchers, the members of the

been held; and I urrderstand the best will be
kept as works of art.
Even peasant painting was affected. I spent
two days visiting Huhsien, the village of pilnt-

Painter Kuan Shan-yueh ih Kwangchow.

'I couldn't paint a thing,' says Tang Yun,
aged 76, a talented old painter. 'How does
one paint a positive bird, a heroic important
flower?'. This meant, actually, only paintings

(From left to right in front) Tang Yu; Tsao Hsiu-wen, peasant painter;
Lin Feng-mien, well-known artist; Shen Jo+hien; andin unidentified
worker painter. The two in the back are Kuan Liang (left) and another
unidentified worker painter.
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,

Huang Yung-yu showing how he was able to complete
this huge painting of lotus in his small room'

€

Huang Chou with his painting of an old man from Sinkiang.

of the Gang of Four itself, and of their fol-

allusion to themselves.

lowers. Nothing else.'

Shen

51ii
'capitalist roader".'

The academies of Chinese painting in Canton and in Peking were closed down as 'suspect. .for investigatign.' Kuan Liang, antther famous artistf who drew and painted

monkey beating her down are on sale to the
great delight of children.
Perhaps because
Chiang Ching, who
were Alking about h
listed and lsolated
Feng-mien. 'Now

agPie_s,

Pgople

black-

er Lin
see You,'
followers.
ied. 'MY
duy.'

gloaied one of
;You are wrong,'
Lady Colour

come

.

.and

lively painter,
young
nd painted the wild asses
. For this he was called
four saw in the asses an
20

Li's paintings of rocks and mountains were
bannid beciuse 'no rocks must be shown

when painting mountains,' and 'there must be
no rai, lands-apes.' Yet rocks, rain, form an
essential part of Chinese painting.

Earthgu akes
Husein Rofd

tg the ll-year

Causes

sunspot

cycle.

disasters can also be triggered

The

B
o

ed the
sexual in
capital offence. Today it is known that their
cause is.to be sought rather in geophysical
attempts to compensate for the imbalance
resulting from prolonged stresses which build
up over faults or fractures within the earth.
The study of these movements is one of the
bases of modem scientific earthquake forecasting, since we know that shock waves
can be set off by sudden slips along the faults
in opposite directions.

This 'slip theory' is generally referred to
as elastic rebound. Unfortunately it does
not satisfactorily account for the deep focus
type of quakes which may take place at up
to 700 km below the earth's surface. Seismic
activity is also now being linked to orogeny,
the growth and subsidence of mountains, in
rytrich such processes as erosion may gradually
disturb the equilibrium in the earth's crust.

Other possible causes involve continental
drift, Wegener's now fashionable theory that

the continents once formed a single mais and
are gradually withdrawing from each other.
Yet other contributory factors are man-made
underground nuclear explosions and dam
building.
Seismology, the study of earthquakes, is
branch of geophysics, less than a century
old. On the positive side, its data also assist
oil prospectors through what they reveal of
subsurface structures, while in some countries
such as New Zealand seismic information has
also served to search out coal and mineral
resources in addition to sources of geothermal
power. It can detect undersround explosions
and even the presence of s"ubmarines on the
a,

seabed.

In ancient times, it was common to

at-

Impending

off by

adverse

meteorological conditions, though most
popular lore linking earthquakes and the
weather is misguided.

On an average, earthquakes kill about 20,000 persons annually, doing much less damage than many famines, floods, typhoons and
virulent epidemics (cf. the 20 million deaths
from the 1918 influenza epidemic). Atthough there are hundreds oI minor quakes
every year, only two or three of theie are
usually serious.

The beginnings of seismology

The earlie5t known attempt to construct
a device to register earthquakes came from
Han

C

dragon
pornts
Jaws.

of the creatures to release a ba17, indicating
the direction of the disturbance. It is in and
around China that the greatest loss of life
from seismic causes is traditionally recorded,
though this should be seen in relation to the
nurherical predominance of the Chinese race.
The Shensi disaster of 1556 killed 830,000
persons, while reports of the deaths in the
1920 Kansu quake vary from 180,000 to
one million, and figures for Tangshan in
197 6 are similar.
suffers trom constant conlrrlsions,
conlrrlsiorls,
Japan sullers
Jupand it was the English scientist John Milne's
observations there a century ago that inaugurated international collaboration for the esround

:'i,'f;
3

such

stationS at the beginning of this century,
and today they number about 1,000.

Ideally, recording instruments are located
in underground vaults, isolated from external
norse or major fluctuations in temperature
and pressure. Correlation of.data has long
been hampered by the lack of standardizi27

tion, though this is now being achieved. Modern refinements include specialized taper
recorders which register ultra low-frequency
signals on magnetic tape. These are then converted into figures fbr computerlzatron pur-

Colombia, California, the Aleutian' Islands,
Chile , New Guinea and Sinkiang (in that order). Since then the main periods of activity
have been 194143 and 1960-61, while we
appear to be in the middle of another such

poses.

phase.

Prediction

Intensity and magnitude

Much progress has been made in the last
and
15 vears.bariicularlv
'successful in the United States
for
made
werc
lorecasts
China.
akes in 1974, and for the
one in China's Northeast
5 (magnitude 7.2), in addition to a further dozen or so recent cases rn

Seismic intensity is based on the modified
Mercalli scale, in whic

scientists.

Forecasting will however prove a mixed
blessing, certainiy for capitalist societies. A
Colorado research team recently established

reasons, public wamings will not lightly be
issued, while the subject of their legal implications still remains obscure.

In the case of the southern Liaoning disturbance, a town was destroyed but only about
400 out of the miliion people in the area
succumbed. Throu
000 persons report
that could relate to
the public for such emerand they
- prepare
Warnings include unaccustomed
gencies.
animal behaviour and changes in the waterIevel of wells. Such signs noted in December
'1973 led to a mass evacuation of a southem
Liaoning region just in time for the ensuing
edrthquake.

sub.jective impressions "
ed by seismographs-is

tion, on the Richter

s

agnitudes above 7 ate
e t has never Yet been
ove 5 involves consiis
the smallest shock
derable damage, M2
e, and M8.9
most
gY contained
woul
The Richter
in a
to meaoriginally
1935,
in
devised
scale was
sure Californian shocks. Newspaper reports
frequently confuse these scales of intensity
and magnitude.
Intensity of course varies from place to
place for the same disturbance. It permits esiablishment oI the epi< entre or point directly
above the focus of t6e shock, where the cause
mav be an underground rupture as much as
10d m below. Wf,ere the focus is shallow, effects tend to be more serious though they affect a smaller area.
Earthquakes can occur virtually anywhere
on the giobe, though 80% of them originate
from a 6'elt bordering the Pacific Ocean (itself
a comparatively immune zone).- The- secondury -ijot belt extends from mid-Atlantic to
thl Himalayas, mostly close to 35oN., then
plunging down to Indonesia. It largely paraliels volcanic belts as does the primary zone;
and follow volcanic
shocks that precede
-also
registered by the seismoeruptions are
graphs.

Within hours or days of a major earthquake
there is often a second quake of almost equal
magnitude (after-shock), though one recent
case where this apparently did not occur was
in the Bucharest qu <e oI March 4,1977 (at
9.21 p.m.). It only
damaged practically e
tre of the Romanian
shocks may run int
night, and even continue for up to a year

afierwards, striking terror

9'

into the hearts

of the survivors of the main disaster.
Some important earthquake areas

The importance of faults has been exhaustively studied for the well-known San
Andreas Fault in California, which stretches
560 miles down the state and the ocean,
91usi1g the earth's crust to slide in opposite
directions. It was responsible for the San
Francisco earthquake of April 18, 1906,
which is remembered chiefly for.the damage
and loss resulting from fires, while the number of dead was between 400 and 700 only.
San Andreas has recently. been very much in
the news again, and the International Herald
Tribune of March \5 , L97 7 , stated :
'Because of historical patterns along the
San Andreas Fault which extends through
central California from north of San Frah-

US expert, was prepared to say (perhaps not
wishing to spread panic) was that the earth's
undulations' are a rea) mystery.'
Central America is another troubled area
and, when I was in Guatemala in mid-Novem-

gua (the old capital, surrounded by a ring of
volcanoes) right next door to the ruin of the
most beautiful church, which had then been
destroyed. However I have not discovered
evidence of a similar catastrophe in 157 3
and history does not go back much earlier.
The fact remains that within a month there
was a most violent quake in Nicaragua, a few
hundred miles to the south, while-in Guatemala itself there was another major disaster
soon afterwards, but slightly later than forecast.

, In New Zealand,
and do much dama
little loss of life; w

ber that the national population is only
around three million. Research in the country is aided by volunteers who complete special forms each time they feel an earthquake,

assessing its intensity,
useful information.

duration and other

There is also great seismic activity in Central Asia though it receives little international publicity owing to the sparse population
and little loss of life or property (cf. Mongolia
1957). Across the Chinese frontier, matters
are mole senous.

the local soil is loess, a kind that is tightly
packed and slides about easily when moist.
This sliding led to the burial alive of whole
families, walled up in their hillside homes.

Seven Chinese provinces were devastated over

an area of 2,400 sq miles, covering a densely
populated region and killing quarter of a million people at a conservative estimate.
Among the dead was a well-known Muslim
religious leader named Ma (a common Islamic
sumame in China, being the frrst syllable of
Muhammad).' H. lived in a cave with 300 followers, none of whose bodies was ever recovered. Tlvo-thirds of the dead were Chinese
Muslims, whom other Chinese promptly
qualified as having been singled out for divine
displeasure

!

Whole villages disappeared beneath massive

landslides, while large segments of ground
were displaced a mile and more. The plight
of the survivors was accentuated by the
disaster striking on , a cold autumn night.
The region was in fact so isolated and so
perturbed that the world knew of the disaster
by seismograph weeks before any stuwivors
provided eye-witness accounts.
When living in Tokyo, I used to feel occasional jolts almost weekly, though none was
serious. However, Osaka was destroyed in
1854, Gifu (near Nagoya) in 1891 and much
of Tokyo-Yokohama in 1923, followed by
Fukui in 1948 and Niigata in 1964, to name
but a few.

In the Philippines there is also pronounced
in much
loss of life. Ilowever, the Lanao resion of
westem Mindanao is a danger spot, of which
Haroun Tazieff wrote in 1962: 'the obvious
presence of a violently active focus under
this part of Mindanao provides it with the
dismal certainty of future catastrophe.' His
prophecy was fulfilled in 1976 and probably
will be again.
seismic activity, which rarely results
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ouakes on both sides of the Pacific which oc&sio n t suna mi tr avellin g in opp osite directions.
The great Tokyo earthquake destroyed
half a *Illio, homes, while 7'6 fires broke out

The Tsunami

The great Lisbon earthquake took place
of the
loost
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1L,
1755- when )most
most ol
I7bb,
- Ll55'
November l,
on Nov"ember
nooulation were in church. Among the

Pacific to Chile via Hawaii in
an average speed of 445 mPh!

the scientific study of seismic phenomena'

Safety me&sures
How can we
such majestic c

Meanwhile, Lisbon remains prohe to such
disturbances and is thought by some exPerts
to tie due for yet anotfier serious calamity
within the next half-century.
by a sinking of the
sea
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The resulting wave
g and
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chored off Valparaiso 12,000 miles away in
Chile were s.rr...ly buffeted).Hawaii is particularly exposed to such waves as a result of earth-
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drinking supplies to 16,000 people for whom
water has always been deficient. In one hill
family, the son was sent to work on the tunnel, but unfortunately was killed in an explosion accident. His mother promptly sent her
only daughter to take his place in the work
team.

from Yitu
At Yitu, we turned south taking the main
highway to Linchu. Before leaving Tzupo muSouth

sweet potatoes. For new industry and new
communications. Not an easy fight, but one
that is being steadily won.

Tsinan is now a city of one million two
hundred thousand people. Noticeable since
my last visit is a supplement to the bus system
in the form of trackless trams, electrically
powered.

'lsinan to 'lsupo

nicipality we saw an exhibition of new Poshan
pottery, and were impressed with the advance
made over the past few years. In Yitu, a new
city is being built north of the old one. As
one comes into Linchu, one sees mulberry
trees on every side. The county, which is 80%
hills and downs, has ten million mulberries.
Besides the main crops of wheat and corn, a
good deal of tobacco leaf is grown here. The
county is part of the Changwei prefecture
which has long been noted for the excellence
of its tobacco crop.
We were honoured on arrival at Linchu, to
be the first suests at the still not quite finished guesthouse, and over tea talked with an old
cadre about some aspects of the anti-Japanese
struegle in these parts. There were 380,000

people in the county when the invaders

ers in the tor,rm portions, and the rest commune farmers who cultivate 93,330 hectares
of land, all but 26,667 hectares of hills and
downs irrigated. Which means a sreat deal in a
drought spring, as the one of 1977 turned out
to be. "Four thousand commune workers are

has been completed and the remaining 4,000
will be done before mid summer. Canals and
aqueducts to distribute the water have already

been constructed. The water will come from
the Taiho reservoir, and will eivc adequate

systematically set out to destroy it and make
it a no-man's-land. By the end of 1942, there
were but 80,000 left. Wolves took over deserted peasant homes, and reared their cubs inside.
From the hills, the remnant of the people
fought on. Today the county has a population
of around 700,000.
Fighting Drousht

All the way down the highways frorn Tsinan, folk were out fighting drought. Truckfuls of school children were comins out from
the city to join them. Workers' families in industrial areas were also marching out to help
and see that all thc winter wheat set a first
good drenching. Many new wells were being
dug. At one place around ten thousand commune members were diuging a new river-bed,
eiving a straisht run to a rivcr that had prcviously wandered all over the place. Thc soil
trom the new digging rvent towards building
up the old river-bed into flat fields. The place
29

was the Date Garden commune in Changchiu
county, of the Tai-an prefecture. With new industrialization and farm mechanization, the

highways become crowded, and the going is
consequently rather slow. A few years ago,
only a few rnajor cities in Shantung turned
out tractors. Now almost every one of the bigger rural centres does, and these with their trailers are now competing with horse and donkey
carts on the roads. In a province where the
people are noted for eating garlic, Changchiu
is perhaps the most famous garfic-producing
one. Truck and bus transport has increased
enormously.
Oneof the siehts of the day that came vividly back to mind as I typed these lines in Linchu was the frequent one of school children,
with Little Red Soldier banners, out in force
making ah exercise and a game as well of getting water where needed. Good training for
the many strugeles the youngsters will have to
face all through their lives, to be taken cheerfully and in their stride .

At Linchu
One of our stops was made at Hsiyu Tsun,
a charming valleyvillage across which one of
the bigger viaducts of the main west canal ran,
to enier a 2O0-metre-long tunnel through a
mountain there. The main west canal is, like
the main east one, a thing of aqueducts, tunnels, mountain cuttings, and rock excavation
as it winds around the mountain escarpment,

finding its way out to the downs below' In
Hsiyu-Tsun, there is a spring from which
water is pumped up to dry land around the
terraced hilltops when needed to give crops a
soaking. There had been no rain here this
spring,-and no snow in winter, following a dry
autumn, so that water supPlies had to be husbanded and made spin out to give all crops
enough at the right time. In Hsiyu Tsun were
two itone tablets which had once been in a
temple there that has disappeared. One of the
43rd year of the lVan Li period of the Ming
dynasty tells of a disaster due to continuous
diougtrt, and another of the 8th 1'ear of the
Yung Cheng period of Ching, when there
came a great flood which swept all before it.
In the great drought nothing would grow?
trees died. 80% of the strons ones going off
as refugees, the pathetic rcmainder reduced to
cannibalism to let sorne survive.

reservoir dam, there were several opimons

solid rock, on which their dam of 42 metres

the north side

Started in Ap
months. Its c
to terrace 3,3
expectancy of good crops, and to i_rrigate
5,667 hectares in all. Since its installation,
srain production on hillside lands has risen
iteadily so that folk take even dry, barren hillsides covered with a rubble of stones, as we
saw at the Hsienchu brigade, terrace them,
and carry in loess, building up terrace fronts
often for as much as two metres with hauledin soil. When there is water' so much can be
e.

ft
c

ot
teruaces cut out. The sluice-gates are subject
to regular test so that they are ready for any
.mer[ency. The old river-bed below the dam
was i beautiful sight as we looked down it.
Willows green, and fruit trees in red blossom,
with crops verdant.

to see the biggest
of the county. It
reservoirs
four
main
of the
We drove across country

them behind a 2,9}}-metreJong dam, with

Sungshan Reseruoir

When
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it

came

to putting in the

Sunsshan

over the bis stones to catch them.

There are many pumping stations in the
county, for the land is mainly rugged. We
went to one where water is raised 64 metres
high, s'erving 533 hectares of land in the Yehyuan commune. After admiring the way it
was hoisted seemingly so easily by three
pumps, we went down to the bottom of the
valley there, where lies a scenic lake served by
It is called Laolung Wan,
and has a painting of bamboos which has been
carved on stone, said to be of the art of the
famous Yangchow painter, Cheng Pan-chiao.
We rested for a while in a delightful summer
house in a secluded cove, before starting back
for the city again. A mass of children from
the commune school near by came to farewell us, as well nourished and healthy a bunch

bubbling springs.

cer-

for
ob-

t.
Tobacco and Industry

Tobacco leaf has for many years been an
important product of the central and south
Shantung areas, especially around the prefectural capital of Changwei, the region in
which Linchu lies, so that its growing becomes an important subsidiary crop in the
county. In Changchiu and Yitu on the way to
Linchu, we had noticed many coal-heated
beds for growing sweet potato seedlings.
Here, in Linchu, there were many beds covered with plastic sheeting raising tobacco plants
until the temperature outside is suitable for
spring transplanting. The production for the
county is around 21,000 tons a year.
, As in all counties in the area, industry is
more developed than in most hinterland
counties. The value of production in Linchu,
for instance, exceeds 82,000,000 yuan a year,
more than that in Yitu and Changchiu. Linchu turns out its or,r.n 25-h.p. tractors, which
sell to the communes for 8,000 yuan, and are
well received. It has a large silk fiiature to process its own silk cocoons, makes fertilizer,
cement, engine building, agricultural tools,
rubber tyres, and other necessities. Counting
commune factories, but not brigade ones, the
county has 125 plants.

At best in the old society, there were 84
schools, all of them primary. Now there are
995, with 152 of them middle schools. Medicine alike is universal, right down to brigade
level. Good results have been gained here iarith
acupuncture. Many varietiei of medicinal

herbs are collected from the hills around. The
people are pleased with the barefoqt doctor
system, which gives immediate help with most
of the sickness encountered.
Damage done by this group and their followers was serious. 'If you work hard, you
support old cadres who are all revisionists.
Power belongs to us. .' and so on with like
nonsense, setting up warring groups with the
inevitable result that production suffered, and
cynicism spread, young folk hardly knowing
what to believe in some cases. The four are
counted amongst the great pests of 197 6,
which included drought, some flooding, nine
hailstorms, and some cold spells at the wrong
time. But victory over all pests gave the people new encouragement, as the year came to
an end.
Changshan Commune

We left Linchu early one morning on the
main road south, leaving it after some fifty
kilometres to branch up amongst the hills to
the Changshan commune, once one of the
poorest in the locality. Liberated in 1943, it
has always managed to hold its own, and today its commune centre is alive with new
construction all around. Out of its 40,000
people, it has selected a vanguard brigade of
850, mainly young folk who for the past
three years have been building a big darn of
cut stone up one of its valleys. Already 30
metres high, 294 metres long, and 20 metres
wide at the base, it has only ten metres more
to be added, and they have the flood diversion channel completed before going into full
use. [t holds back six million cubic metres of
water, enough to irrigate 1,333 hectares of
dry land, and will be completed by June
1977, it is estimated. It will also power a
small electric plant, and allow for a highway
to cross the valley on its summit. Already it
has taken 670,000 work days, it being esti
mated that it '*.ill need 750,000 in all. The
county has helped with a third of the cost,
the commune and two brigades supplying the
rest. One hundred and two of the stone
masons are young women. The project
actually is a school for all, so that when it is
completed, the construction brigade will be
able to undertake other similiar ones. While
workers cut stone blocks and trimmed them,
the loudspeaker was giving an outline history
of the revolution from the first beginnings on
up to the attempt at takeover of the Gang of
Four. A cold wind blew down the valley, but
many of the young men working had thrown
31

their winter padded short coats open. It is an
area of hilltops, there being 139 in the commune. The commune has 24 brigades and 246
production teams. A people of great determination and resourcefulness. With work like
this, being dorie, no wonder Linchu is now
rated an all Tachai county.

been drifting

off to other provinces.

Pre-Liberation
When one rea.lizes the degeneracy of the

Chunan

from the sea. Neither willows nor apricot
was not easy to track down all of his properties, as at times he h1d his sons and grandions take different family names' and to own
this or that, so disguising his real holdings.
The old society, because of its nature, p,roduced many such. There is much more that
could be said on this one case, however, for it

It

and in villages around.

Chunan has a population of 820,000 people, farming 82,670 hectares of land, a good
deal-7\To-of which are hills and downs. 23
factories are now operating in the county
tolvn and 78 in communes. Industrial production is planned to be worth 35,000,000 yuan
in 1971. There was no industry here in the
old days. There are 185 big, medium and
small reservoirs in the county , l,l7 4 pond reservoils, and 589 big-mouthed wells. There
are also 253 mechanized wells that reach deep-

to steal 100,000 silver dollars in four months.
They had hoisted themselves into a position
to jteal, and never mind how many flags

canals and laterals from all of which make a
ne,twork over the 41,330 hectares of irrigated
land. All of this work has taken an incredible

landlord's thugs to

give up his land, and
he and two children

young lord, on
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bein

had to
starved,

Another
e, shot a

hired hand and killed him with it to see how
the new toy worked. In all such cases there
was no way to appeal, for all the local officials were puppets of Chuang the King of
Hell.
'fhe Four Pests in Chunan
Chiang Ching's followers did much damage
Chunan

in the Linyi prefecture, though in

county they could not wreak all the damage
they wanted. The people at that time compared them to monkeys, running around with
sticks, their followers to pigs, as they lay
around eating but doing nothing, while the

ordinary folk were like working cattle.
Material damage wrought was considerable in
grain production during the period. To the
four, all old cadres were part of the enemy, to
be brought down. 'Down with quality,'they
said, 'down with expertise, down with experience, down with talk of production, to
work hard is to be a fool, and those advocating it deserve to be crushed!' Such was part
of their song, which with the backing of the
Gang of Four leaderships, did much to
confuse. They were out to create chaos, and
so give themselves the chance to seize total
power. In Chunan, they negated all that had
been done, said that they were the stick to
stir still waters, to beat the dog so that it
bites, ever trying to attack the county Party
committee so that it could be controlled by
them. Such was the enemy within in the
period of the rise of the Gang of Four. No
wonder that now there is a general revulsion
against them!
Health and Education
Health work is on parallel with the best all
over the countryside throughout China today.

Birth control has reduced the number of
births to l.3Yo of the 98,000 women of child-

bearing age, 77,690 are now sterile. In one
commune, the rate of births has been brought
down to 0.8%. There were 26,000 babies in
1970, 9,800 in 1976. In education there are
227 rr,iddle schools, with over 52,000 students, and 3,764 teachers. Then there are
918 primary schools, with 136,000 youngsters, and 5,311 teachers. The schools I saw
were usually constructed of grey or red stone
blocks, as is much of the newer commune
housing.
W angc

I

hia F angc hi en Brig ad e

was surprised

to

see tea bushes growing

on one hillside on our,way out to the Fangchien commune, and its famous Wangchia

Fangchien brigade. Friends s:rid that the
co.unty now gatherq 100 tons of tea a year.
At the Wangchia Fangchien village, its two
famous leaders, Wur,g Chi-tung and Wang
Tung-ying, met us and took us into their big
reception room, hung with scrolls left by vrsrtors. The brigade is well known, as it was this
one that received a special citation from
Chairman Mao in 1955, when it was still a
cooperative. Though that was 21 years ago,
the words of the commendation
still inspire. 113 hectares, or 90To of the
arable land, has been made into flat, Tachai
terraces. They have 143 hectares of land altogether, for their 37 families and 1,750 people. In 1976, they gained 10.5 tons of grain
a hectare. The main crop is wheat, but they
also produce kaoliang and peanuts. They
have 370 tons of grain in their brigade reserye,
and 620,000 yuan in their reserve funds.
Cash distribution per head in 1976 was 20'7
yuan. Grain ration, 240 kilos a head. Medi
cine, school fees and all costs of food processing are cartied by the brigade. In 1970 the
brigade built a reservoir that holds 450,000
cubic metres of water. It helped the commune also in the building of a 1,300-metrelong aqueduct of cut stone, across a near-by
valley, as well as constructing 18,000 metres
of laterals for its own land.

We went to see the stone carving work
which is a speciality of the brigade. Four

workrooms had lads and lasses carving different kinds of stone for the export market.
They had sent representiveq to Chingtien in
Chekiang, where soapstone is well carved, to
get ideas and method, though the various
kinds of colour stone in Chunan are considerably harder. The results are pleasing. In
the compound yard was a stone lantern of the
old Tang dynasty type, popular still inJapan.
It had been made also for the export trade,
where there is a demand for such.

The brigade has an exhibition of its work,
and of conditions under the old society. We
stopped tb look at its school and-to enjoy the
children for a while. ,In agricultural production the brigMe gains 5.7 tons of grain a hectare, and 3 torts of peanuts on land suited for
them. It gives a grain ration of 250 kilos a

head.

: '.

Brigade Spirit

A brilade like this one is full of human
33

stories. We met the 81-year-old Wang Tungchang, chairman of the first cooperative.
Now a widower, he has two sons who are
cadrds in the south. One of them urrote him
to come and live out his days in peace and
quietness in the south, but the old man sturdily refused. 'I am a Party member. How can
I leave the struggle when I can still do things,
and

when we set out from the county centre to go
the 45 kilometres to the Lichiatsai brigade of
the Tashan commune. A real Tachai brigade
is this one, which has accomplished a great
deal from very little. The very little consisted
of a series of rocky mountains, some wide,
eroded river-beds, washed-out gullies, poor
soil with a high admixture of coarse sand,
which if the rieather was favourable would

goes

and
arou

reared two fat pigs to sell for his son's wedding ceremony, saying that there was no
money for even a small celebration at his
own, and he would like to see the son have a
better deal. But then came the call for mechanization, so the family decided to put the
money into that, instead of into a feast.

The brigade had for long wanted an office
building, but when materials had been assembled, everyone thought it should go into
building a new school for their 500 young
folk. So this was done. The next year, stone
and timber were assembled for the office
building once again, but there was a very rich
crop, and need for more grain storage space,
so a granary was built. The third attempt was
frustrated when it was decided that what was
most needed was an exhibition hall that

would show the many visitors what the
brigade had done in an easy and clear way.
So exhibition hall it was. The office building
still belongs to the future! Wang Ting-ho was
a man of over 60 when the call came to have
stone slabs cut with which to line the iqigation lateral system. Some members urged
that the stone be bought and hauled in by
hired trucks or tractors, but others said that

all should stick to the principle of self-reliance
wherever possible. Wang Ting-ho led twelve
members, and went up into the mountains 20
kilometres away, staying there for six years,
until the task was done. Then one of the
young members organized a $oup of youths
with 180 wheelbarrows, to get the slabs to
where they were needed. Back and forth, to
and fro, it is estimated that the young people
covered a total of 430,000 kilometres in getting the task completed. The wheelbarrows
were rubber-tyred, and each could carry two
big slabs, or four of the smaller ones.

'fo the Lichiatsai Brigade

All that was left of a promise of rain was a
cold wind blowing in from the eastern sea
34

families making up 4,900 people, who live
from the 333 liectares of land that now has

over hillsides and downs.

Before leaving Chunan city, we had spent
an evening looliing at old movies taken of

dam construction here, which have put on rein those
cord th
revived.
days, a
nan had
As' sou
for the
been o
Eighth Route Army in Shantung, liberation
caire to these mountains as early as 1940,
though, with war the main problem, not so
mucli could be done on construction. At that
time the land. was divided up into a patch-

used. Laterals from one source or another,
where water is stored, come over the land
staircaSe fashion, and serve each terrace. For
wheat fields, loess has been carried in to give

those who stayed, often the only way was to
find a landlord who would give keep for work
done. Even in good times, meals were poor.

Thin millet gruel with a sweet potato in it,
and not much more. In every hearry summer
rain both banks of the two rivers would over-

flow, the dykes being of coarse sandy soil and
not being strong enough to resist, so that the
bones of the mountains in the shape of big
stones and more sand would spread over grain
fields.

After the end of the wars, the people could
turn with one heart to construction. One big
problem had to be faced as work on irrigation
went on. Water, on reaching the subsoil,
simply drained away. To remedy this situation, the topsoil had to be removed, and loose
rock under it had to be crushed and tamped
down. Easier lo say than to do, but anyway,

it

was done. Dams, pumping stations, aqueducts, some constructed entirely from stone
slabs for their framework including 1O-metrelong stone slab uprights, had to be installed.
From each reservoir, stone slabs to line the laterals with, many, many miles of them, had to
be cut, hauled and installed.

claimed ones also, over 4,000,000 work days
have been spent. Work poinJs here are not
over rich, bringing one yuan a day as a rule,
and the grain ration is the ordinary average
for good brigades, 225 kilos. We went up on
to the summit of Putao Shan, and looked over
the county around. It was quite a steep ride
up in a jeep, but well worth it. Then down to
a valley bottom, where there is a big openmouth well that taps a water strata, and keeps
filled, so that water can be pumped from it up
150 metres of iron pipe line to levels 64 metres above the valley floor. Just one of the
many pieces of work the bri[ade has put in.
'After 1955, we decided to re-dyke the rivers,
and constructed 33 dykes. For irrigation
channels, we have installed 32 sluice-gates. . . .
by 1980 we expect to have gone a long way
forward in mechanization, Now we have 18
tractors and four trucks, but there is still
much hand work. By then, too, we will have
over 95To of all land irrigated'-and so the
story of one brigade in the countryside of a
hinterland Shantung county unfolds, with so
much more

to say than

has been said here.

Old Superstitiors
Brigade Ouerc ome s lllit eracy

Old superstitions amongst local folk had to
be brought down. Two big rocks that spelt
yin and yang m\st not be touched, or dire calamities would befall. The youth teams sent
them hurtling down. Old folk held their
breath, but nothing happened. A long rock
leading out from grain fields into the mountain had an elevated spine along its back, undoubtedly a sleeping dragon, the old folk
thought, and must not be touched. How convenient for cutting out slabs, youth said, and
forthwith proceeded to use it to do so.
'fhe Old Man and the Mountain

In the village is a three-metre-high plaque
on which is written Chairman Mao's words on
the Old Man Who Remoaed the Mountains. lt
is in this spirit that work has gone ahead. The
toughest time was getting up from under
three-quarters of a ton a hectare at Liberation,
to the first 4.5 tons. With that base being
laid, things came more readily. To see a team
of women folk marching from the fields for
lunch makes one realize what great spirit is
still alive. They march like a victorious army,
shovels on their shoulders. Four old irrigation
technicians, of the period 20 years ago, now
have youngsters attached to them as learners.
All those are in their sixties. In getting 90%
of their land irrigated, old lands and newly re-

Churan is an amazing place to study from
a Tachai point of view. The poor, rockcovered hills and downs support an organized people who go on creating a great deal from so

very little, and make better people of themselves in so doing.
Kaochialiu Kou-the'Willow Tree Valley of
the Kao Family'-lies around thirty kilometres
northwest of the city, bn some high downs,
surrounded by rocky mountains. It once lay
in a valley, but has given over that area to
crop land, building its new village on a solid
rock hilltop near by.

Amongst early struggles, that of overcoming illiteracy rated high. There was a
population of 840 then, of whom only seven
could read and write. Five of these were of
the landlord or rich-peasant class. Amongst
the poor peasants who took power, none
was literate. Land reform was carried out,
mutual aid groups formed, and when the first
cooperative was formed in 1953, most of the
people joined enthusiastically. But then came
the problem of good accounting, so essential
in any productive organization. Complete
honesty was not enough. Ability had to go
with it, and the two young men picked, Wu
Tsung-ying and An Sze-ling, were good and
determined, but Wu could not write two of
35

the characters in hi, o*., name, and An not

We visited

young

and

kindergarten,
many picture
onwards, a public library and then on to the
splendidly 6.oused nine-year brigade school,

wnicn take pupils through all primary and
middle school grades. We watched classes
learning advanced mathematics, chemistry,
and so on. The school has 450 in primary

came back

to

teach in the evenings. The class

worked hard, full time for two and a half
months, graduating nine who had a good allround base for continuing study and 92 who
could enter accounts. It was called the Chi
Kung study Broup, starting off with learning
the names of people, places, products, and
then the numbers with some arithmetic.

odd years since, much respected and liked, as
one who has given so much and so ably from
his early years.

The success of the first study group gave
the people confidence. 'Why, now we can
see ihat reading and writing is not just the
prerogative of the gentry. Its something we
all can dor' they said, as a literacy movement

taught others, families taught each other at
home, grandchildren taught grandmothers.
Part-time classes were organized, where one
new character a day was added. A report of
the work done in literacy was made, which
got to Chairman Mao, and was highly commended, the citation encouraging everyone.
A People's School was set up, and work deepened, as was work on the regular primary
school for children. [r the Cultura] Revolution the study of the three short essays of
Chairman Mao brought better political
understanding to all, and sated an appetite to
know more, and an ability to analyze better.
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entertainment for us. One of the songs was
sirng by a bevy of young wives, who were
exhorting one of their number who already

some part

in education.

A recent brigade project has been cutting
through a stone hill to make a course for a
river [hat once wound its way across the va]l.y. There is no sign of the river-bed now,
simply flat land beautifully tailored and green
with winter wheat. The brigade has one reservoir with 1,000,000 cubic metres of water,
and four pond reservoirs, along with three bigmouth wells, now being able to irrigate 817o
of its arable land.
Some

of the People

complete success. 'It certainly pays to be able
to read,' he said contentedly. Yen JuJi is an
early leader in mass education work and,like

all other administrative cadres, takes his shift
with production work in the brigade. Some
may wonder how society in Sharltung, noted
for its holding to old forms, could have advanced so rapidly over the Liberation years.
The answer lies in the work put in by the
Communist Party in the years of the Wars of

Resistance and Liberation, getting the people
to understand that they must depend on
themselves, and that the Communist Party
was

their own party, working for them, fight-

ing and dying for and with them, helping
them

to

solve each and every problem that

comes up, right on through the years. No success dropped suddenly down from heaven.
Each step had to be fought through.
Tushan Reseruoir

Branching off from the big village of Ta-an,
on the highway going north of Chunan, we
ran up a valley to where the Tushan Reservoir
lay placidly amongst the hills. With a morn-

ing mist amongst them, the mountains in blue
running along the left of us were especially
lovely. Up on top of the reservoir, the northwest wind caught us with its full blast. The
morning temperature was 2oC below zero.
Facing us across the reservoir, which curled
up valleys amongst the hills, lay the peak
called Mati Shan-Horse Hoof \4ountain.
It was where the woman rebel Yan Miaochen of the Sung dynasty (AD 960-1279)
had her headquarters. She had a traitor
amongst her leadership who engineered splits
that destroyed her movement.

to be faced with less irrigation water
than usual, causing quite a spate of well digging to supplement. In all, however, the reservoir and its irrigatiol works, have been an
immense success, raising production levels
vastly on the communes below, of which it
irrigates 23,300 hectares, as well as land in
two adjacent counties.
The county is now setting up a small
hydro-electric generating plant to use some
of the excess water which summer rains bring,
a 160-metre-long tunnel has been constructed,
taking reservoir water under the dam to where
the new plant is under construction. Four
turbines and generators are being installed,
each one capable of delivering 800 kw. For
the four months of the rainy season, full
capacity will be gained. Then for 8 months
only two generators will be in action, but
every bit of power is useful in a county like
Chunan, where much power has to be used to
carry water high up on to downs and hillsides.
has had

A Brigade Model in Research
Comirig down from Tushan, we ran out
over the wide plains of this part of Chunan,

The dam, reservoir and the irrigation

it is the biggest piece of engineerwork
the
county has carried through so
lng
far. Started in the Great Leap Forwaid of
1958, it was finished nine months later. It is
system from

184 metres wide at the base, and 631 metres
!9-rg lt the summit, and is 29 metres high.
The flood diversion channel is 52 metres
wide , and has seven sluice-gates. The reservoir
covers 43 1 square kilometres, with a capacity
of 276,000,000 cubic metres. Amongit the
difficulties of 1976 came a very heavy rain in
Honan. It was .also threatened in Shantung,
so instructionS went out to reduce the water
in reservoirs as a safety measure. Then in
midsummer came the huge earthquake in the
Tangshan and Tientsin areas to the north. It
seemed that shakes would continue, so again
reservoir waters were reduced. Following
that, a seven-month drought did not bring ii
new water supplies, so the dry spring of 1977

to flow. In 1964 there

was the Tachai movement, which pointed out that there needed to
be a revolution in farm method. In 1963, a
start had been made to do research in the

5l

tural research was organized, and experimental work started with the militia and brigade
school classes cooperating, all of which was
part of the mass iooperation any successful
iesearch project needs.
Some 300 kinds of wheat seed have been
experimented with, for wheat is the main
crop here. Work on kaoliang and corn hybridization has also been done. Some thirteen
varieties of wheat seed are adjudged the best,
of which Chunan 10, which is one especially

ed the reserve funds, ordering all.members,

ffices, overturned corrlrrlUne :.or-

prefectural
ganization

in many

irial work

and made

.

o

cases, stopped- all indusfor chaos in the schools

mother-in-law. From 1971 to 1976 some 2,-

tare was harvested in 1970 and 7.5 tons
hectare in 1976. The target is 15 tons
hectare all round by 1980.

a
a

People's Liuelihood

People's livelihood has improve{ gteatlY,
sten bv step. all the way from Liberation.
50b new rob*t of brick have been built and

of the region, one which all would like to

forget, exiept for the fact that there is much
to 6e leamt from it to guard against anything
of the kind arising in the future.
but staYed
The old cadres

at their posts e
stronger brigades
no mitter under

ible.

The

infiltrators
theY came,

and continued their work. Most damage was
done around the prefectural city of- Linyi,
and counties tt.inr by. The move by the provincial government came just in time to halt
the madness.

From Chunan to Tai-an
enters a new stage.
Gang of Four in

Linyi

The loafers and scamps the Gang of Four
counted amongst their followers had a heyday in the counties of the Linyi prefecture
which included Chunan. Their main attention
was concentrated in the Linyi prefectural seat

they gave out the reserve grain, and distribut38

We left Chunan quite early one morning
and went southwest io Linyi, the prefectural
seat, where we made a call at the Memo'rial
Park for war dead. A beautiful park of :16
hectares in extent, with many trees. In. the
centre is a column with words written by
Chairman Mao, and the most impressive tornb
being that of Lo Ping-hui, the vice commahder
of the New Fourth Route Army under Chert

:Barefoot Doctors and Los Angeles

i::

:

Nu

rsery*

Margaret Stanley

in a microcosm of North
China society during that fall and winter except that, for us foreigners, life and work continued without disruption; whereas, tragedy
and crisis were part of daily lives of the
Chinese we lived amongst. I have sometimes
wondered what contribution I made by being
there, but.there has never been any question
in my mind as to motivation-to live my ideal
of people-to-people friendship.
We lived, perhaps,

for immediate attention. But

as

long

as Chinese

were fighting against Chinese, what chance
was there'for improvement?

,Ia
cultu
car€

e reforms

in agri-

well as health
all around us in
Shensi and Shansi. It was remarkable that in
the midst of civil war, our medical team could
function in the role we had set out to fillteaching in the Intemational Peace Hospital.

*

as

This is the fourth of Margaret Stanley's five'articles on life in Yenan around.in 1947.

hui inside his tomb pavilion, showing him to
be a stocky, heavily built man of generous
proportions. He was of minority stock and
joined the aimy as an enlisted man in Kunming. Yunnan, finally becoming convinced of
the rightnes's of the Red Army cause , revolting with his militia troops in Ki-an, Kiangsi to
staft on what wds to be a brilliant career as a
Red Army commander. The full story of his
battles would rnake up a truly fascinating
book;.if they could be collected. Behind his
tornb'iri Linyi, there is that of FIsi Po-Hdns
Shlppe, my German friend of Shanghai days,
Wtio 'o-nce oftbn wrote in the Institute of
Pacific rRelations joumal under the pen-name
of :,Asiaticus. , Hehad come with the New
Fourth Army', and was killed by the enemy
along,with his two guards and interpreter in
the Yi'Meng area, his remains later being removed to,the Linyi Memorial Park in 1963,

Li Ping; a young woman surgeon who came to
work with us. She was seriously dedicated tq
her work, but was also fun-loving.
A class of about two dozen teenage boys
f li durin-g- the summer to
fhey told me that they
hot summer's trek by eatstreams they waded. 'We
came to be your nurses,' they insisted. It was
our job, then, to teach them. If it hadn't been
for those devoted teenagers doing work of
nurses in war-torn China, many patients would
one of the 60,000 fighters who died for the
people in southern Shantung. At the end of
1941 , the Japanese Imperial Army mustered
a big force of four divisions, around 50,000
men, to eliminate the guerillas entirely from
the Yi Meng area and elsewhere ,.in the region.
One of
chance

group o
79+1.

memorial mecting was held by the resistance
forces for those ryho had given their lives, including Hsi Po. His example greatly encouraged all for facing the same enemy as they
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little education in science or hygiene as I knew
it, learned eagerly from those who did have
medical backgro
s limited, but their
and
ability to apply
benefit of patients was not.
Our move to a new location east of the
have gone unattended. Boys and girls with

our hospital with wounds which had not heal9d, ,wi1h complications, or chronic problems.
We held classes based on case studies of such
patients whose. conditions and treatment

cal problems,

thus
first-hand experience
k lessons. It seemed
th4t teachers had no sooner given lectures or
demonstrations than the information had
spre
ospital community
and
ledge even to hsiao
kui,
ctice and proficient

skill

e.

We heard about a Canadian surgeon whose
Work with the Eighth Route Ar-y troops
dufing anti-Japanese warfare had become legend. After his untimely death from septiceniia in 1939, his Chinese assistants carried on
and taught others what he had taught them.
He had worked under conditions and in caves
similar to those we worked in. In fact, our
hospital was named the Dr Norman Bethune
International Peace Hospital in his honour.
Unbeknownst to us at that time, we were

at the wellspring of what has by now, thirty
into the 'barefoot'doc-

yeats later, developed

tants.

' The term 'barefoot'has a cogent meaning.
Going barefoot in old China was unthinkable
for anyone who could afford shoes, especjally
women. Being a barefoot doctor now does
not mean going without shoes, but rather that
a health worker Lives and works among-thd.
people whose health needs he or she serves on
a person-to-person basis.
I

I lived in North'
of the extent of the change promotion. Though I heard the- word',

was unaware at the time

China
cesses

in

1947

in

We saw our medical and nursir.rg students
gradually advance from one level of competence to higher levels. Selected hsiao'kui served as apprentices to pharmacists, lab techni
cians, nurses and as assistants to would-be
doctors. Nurses showing ability were advanced to positions as head nurses and then on to
become internes and eventually doctors.
When I returned to China in L972I was asked if I were a doctor by those who knew I had
been a nurse in 1947 . According to the Chinese

and always fascinates with its varied detail. In

We looked at the old stones of different

way of doing things, it was only natural for
me to progres_s from being nurse io being doctor after building upon experience urrld u._
cumulating skills oveirhe yeirs.

. ItaughtS
rnstruments
nutes in an
stove which
hold cookin

os
m

ot
a

Once when supervising
preparations for surgery, I lifted the lid of thE
steaming pot on the stove to find not only the
forceps I expected to see there, but also i few
nestled in, all covered with bubbling,
.eggs.
boiling water- Someone had put the precioris
water to maximum practical use.
- Whgn I supervised night-duty nurses, I set
the alarm clock borrowed from surgery for
11:00
Over my warmest paddei suit I
donned-p.m.
a white on-duty hospital gown and
covered my hair with a triangular irhite t,rrban. I used my flashlight in o=rder to see my
way to the nurses' office in a central location
among the ward-caves. It was set apart, in a
compound with thre
where seriously ill
needing frequent atte
this particular night, f
boys, were repoiting
coming on night shift. Two oil lamps (small
pottery bowls with wicks of twisted cotton
swimming.in hemp oil) tried to brighten the
,cave., but it_ was a poor show compired with
brilliant full moon outside. A white cotron
sheet covered the doorway. Paper covered the
crisscross bamboo window sht;. Still, the cold
night air came in gusts through holes near the
ceiling. Two nurses, one on each shift, carefully
checke
together,
mo-

meter
hot-wa

useful, I refrained. A third carried a kettle of
boiled water from the stove. We went to the
farthest wards where drinking water or
medicine or bedpans were given- as required.
Bandages which had worked loose had to be
re-applied. We took turns going back down
the unlighted path to the offite for more
bandages or water.

In one small

cave where a non-ambulent

fitting trousers with goatskin coat hanging
loosely about his shoulders, a miniat.,re bo.rl
fire of twigs on the floor in front of him.
Tobacco was piled on a square of cloth,beside the little fire. He carried coals from the

As we made our way back to the office,
walking slowly in the dark, down paths from

one

two
sulfathiazole tablets, twenty-four acetvlsali'
cylic acid tablets, two rencilj .
. .The of{going evening nurses removed gowns
grimy with coal dust; poked the fire in the
stov
e door, and departed
fqi
loudly, lightin$ their
wuy
d wick of cotton dipped
ft. The oldest of the
night nurses took charge. He checked over
rounds to see every
m a close-by cave,
e nurses and I answerg the wooden. dressing
tray with dried milk tins containing sterilE
gauze, cotton balls, forceps, Scultetus binder.
A nurse carried a paper-covered wooden

dangerous, but stories of fierce wolves caused
alarm. One nurse when on night duty always
carried a rifle across,his back in case a wolf
should appear.
We had no sooner reached the office than
we heard harsh, persiste
he
pigpen next door. When
to
fade I .thought at. once
ng
away pigs, those animals
ed
for many- a li, hi
hospital.

The head nurse
in the direction

d dished
ds came.

The rest of us followed. One truant aniinal
was found outside its pen, unhurt. The cook
who slept in his kitchen above the nurses, office came hurrying out to see if his pork sup-

4t

ply was safe.

All was well after nurses and cook together
managed to put the pigs back into their pen
and barricade the gate with stones and logs.
'Toward dawn the silence of the coldest
part of the night was broken by activity of
sweeping office floor and compound and bustle of nurses distributing hot wash water to
awakening patients. Familiar undercurrentrhythmic chop-chopping of vegetables from
kitchen accompanied a swell of singing from
patibnts leaving their dark cave interiors for
sunlit courtyards. Puffs of blue smoke rose
from chimneys high on the hillsides, whose
stoves were deep within.
By full daylight, day-duty nurses were in
the office and ready for work. I stayed through
niorning report, noting that gowns looked
dirtier by daylight. I knew that sometimes
'there was not any soap for laundry. I,'too,
washed.'my clothes in the cold stream and
could not keep them as white as I wished.

diary recounts a rnost unusual experience on January 2,1948- While I was passing
the time of day with a village official, a woman shouted to him from down the street to
'Come quick!' I followed to the doorway
whete she stood, and entered at her bidding.
And thi's is what I saw: A man with opium
pellets in his fist was struggling with a toothless old lady and a young man, each holding
one of his wrists. His wife sat on one end of
their kang, sobbing. The official and another
man leapt up onto the kang, grabbed the man
who was described as an opium addict, and
wrenched the pellets out of his hand. The
man sank down onto the 'kang. The old
toothless one crouched beside him. A blind
ftAy

boy rested his head against me. I patted his
head to sciothe him as well as myself. I could
feel, rather than fully understand, what was
said during those few dramatic, intense moments. The cave was soon filled with neighbours, each person commenting upon the
situation. I saw one womzrn secrete the
opium inside her clothing.

We found time on December days off to
enjoy our favourite winter pastime-sliding'
down frozen waterfalls. Li Ping, Wu Mingching or Yen Sung when they came to visit,
other MT 19 members, and I enjoyed nothing
more than walking in new snow to a frozen
stream, clambering up hillsides to slide down
icy waterfalls. We kept warm from laughter
and exertion. In that white winter world of
fluffy snow, realities of the bleak landscape
were softened.

Between Western and Chinese New Years,

I walked to a medical conference held in Sanchao. There we discussed plans for continuing the work of the Friends Service Unit in

Liberated Areas. We talked with Dr Ma Haiteh,.Dr Su Ching-kuan, and Dr King Mo-jo as
well as others.
After that meeting at medical headquarters,
I accepted an invitation to visit a nursery in
a near-by village. There I was introduced to
Miss Siu, the public health nurse graduate of
Peking Union Medical College School of
Nursing who was director, and who welcomed
me to the 'Los Angeles Nursery'. It seemed
too incongruous to believe, to find a model
nursery with such a nalne in such a spot so
remote from its patron American city. I
could think of no greater contrast in towns
thal between the cave village near Sanchao
and Los Angeles, California.

Northeost Asio in Retrospect
Dauid
We of northeast Asia have long been-for

several thousand years at least-accustomed to
P.eking taking the leadership in many of the

affairs of mankind of this region.
In view of the recent past it was disappointing to have an 11-mbmber delegation of American palaeontologists, who visited China last
suminer, assert on their retum: 'There is a
lack of emphasis in China on comparative
42

Conde
studies and little is said about archaeology in
Japan, Africa or North America.'
The timing of the expression of this opinion was most unfortunate for within three

months-in October

19

76-truly

great archaeo-

logical news was released in WashinSon of the
ancient migration of Asian peoples across the

land-bridge that existed thousands of years
ago. The study was to find the bones and

artifacts of the earliest migrants. Previously
Soviet scientists had done ihe most work on
the Siberian travels of these northeast Asian
travelbfs, and now the Americans are to
devote three years and funds to find the story
of those who reached the American end of
the land-bridge.
Land-bridge

'Dr Robert E. Ackermal of Washington
State University said that as early as 30,000
to. '50,000 years ago people started to drift
across the connection between Alaska and Sib.11. 'When people say land-bridge, they
think
of a narrow stretch,' Ackerman said,
qbut this bridge
was probably 1,500 miles
wide.in parts and contained a variety of living
conditions.'
Other scientists said the bridge probably
began sinking about 14,000 years ago and was
under water about 10,000 years ago. The ice
of the Ice Age rnelted and the ocean water
level had risen. Dr William S. Guthrie of the
University of Alaska told a press conference
that early man had slowly moved across the
bridge, probably following animal herds. 'In
fact,' he added, 'early man probably had no
idOa they were going to a new continent.'
In describing this three-year massive international co-operative research venture,
Dr Guthrie said, 'The specific aim of this
project is to get a full picture of what life
was Iike back then and hopefully to find
camp-sites and fossils.'

Dr William Irving of the University of
Toronto said they had found tools and animal
bones in the charred remains of camp-sites
that had been dated about 12,000 years ago.
The 'dig' called 'Dry Creek'is located about
75 miles south of Fairbanks, Alaska. The
tools and artifacts are made of bone and
stone. Dr Irving also revealed that during the
past summer they had found a human jawbone, containing a molar tooth of an early
man. It was not dated yet, but is believed to
be more than 20,000 years in 'age'. He said
this find came from the 'Old Crow site' in
the Canadian Yukon.

and Alaska during the Ice Age when ocean
levels were
The bridge

000 years a

in North America is unknown but there have
been estimates placing humans in the New
World about 60,000 years ago.'

News from P
tudies that
reach into the
more publicized research
today and
tomorrow.
Based on the study of fossils of the upper
cave men found in China in 1949-before Liberation-foreign scholars stated that the few
individuals found in the upper cave belonged
to three racial types, Eskimoids, Melaneoids

and Mongoloids. In reporting this palaeo-

anthropological research, China's scholars reviewed this and other data that have been
discovered in the past 25 years. As a result
these Chinese scientists state their belief that
American Indians, Eskimos and Chinese all
may be the descendants of the cave men who
once lived near Peking. The article reviews
studies of the Yuanmou apemim who lived
1.7 million years ago.
The upper cavemen of this study lived near
Choukoutien, the cave home of the origrnal
Peking Man, 50 kilometres southwest of Pekirg. These fossils were found in 1929,
showing he had lived there 500,000 years
ago. 'Upper caveman' lived further up
the
mountain. The report concluded, -'The
evidence, both positive and negative, confirms
the continuity of cultural tradition in China,'s
early period.'

tapan Searches the Past

Dr
Alask
some

tools
technology . . .'

'I ittle is known about the migration of

humans across the plateau that linked Siberia

other periods. It is believed that some "land.
bridges" were formed between the Asiatic
continent and the Japanese archipelago where
the sea bottom was exposed and the first Japanese came over to the islands pursuing
elephants and deer.'
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China

in the Northeast

While the life-span of China's unique civilization is known to stretch back at least 5,000 years, going back beyond the Shang
dynasty in the Wei River basin in Shensi,
Shansi and western Honan prefectures, it is
likewise recognized by the world as an unprecedented span of human civilization and
purposeful Iivelihood.

China's written history of these ancient
times in this northeast Asia area was the only
one available, for China was the first to have
a written language in Asia.
Because this portentous triangle between
Peking, Pyongyang and Tokyo promises to
be ever eventful, it might be useful to recount some of the historical highlights of
this historical area. You need to be inJapan
but a short time to know that the histories of
both Japan and Korea are incomplete regarding the dark episodes while perhaps amplifying the 'glorious' details. Also such a historical study will show the annual weather
pattern and its routine has a definite effect
on the various people that make the population of northeast Asia.

I

Jupu, about 20 years and I
have long noted the paths and antics of the
typhoons that sweep up from Indonesia in the
south, northward to Kyushu (Japan's southermost island) and then turn in over the mainland in the region of South Koreb. The hot
sun of each summer makes the motive force
for each year's typhoons, and has done so
for thousands of years, sweeping along boats
have been in

and people.

This natural blending of peoples, moving
them from the south to the north, is a sort
of age-long nature's wedding, taking place in
Korea, Japan and certainly China.

Americans or Asians?

Consider 'northeast Asia' the land area embracing Siberia, Korea, Japan, Manchuria
and Mongolia and in view of the history of
the Ainu and some recent archaeological discoveries, I at least u'ant to ask: 'Should it also
not include Alaska, the Aleutian Islands and
apart of California?'

In the case of the Ainus in northeast Asia,
the Eskimos of the north, the Indians of the
Americas, should it not be asked if they are
Asian or'American' people?
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When the Chinese exploration force volun-

tarily withdrew from that area now called
'Korea', Peking, under it's original name of

Chi, in the first century was the capital of the
feudal state of Yen under the Chou dynasty,
and had already been an important city for a
thousand years.
ities
Peking is on
d in
but the people
fore
for
this region

the settlement

has

been found of these early residents of northral thousand BC.
east
n (23rd centurY
The
from the northBC)
uria.
east

'lhe Korea, China and lapan'friangle

About 108 BC, the Korean peninsula was
ock,
occupied by man
s of
language and ins
and
the venerable his

ry
of
:T

southern origin.'

Of the social structure of the people living about 1500 BC on the peninsula now
called 'Korea', not much is known; but

they are known to have lived in caves facing
the south for the warmth of the sun. And bewas to be later

Chinese entered
eriod 202 BC to

upied by different tribes speaking different languages. At
that time thi Chinese were the only people in
Asia and one of the few in the world having a
written language, making it possible for them
to compile a h-istory with the records of their
travels, events and visitors.
From these very early records we learn that
the Chinese knew'of Japan and referred to it
as

the land of Wo. In 43 BC it is a matter of

gion of the Amur River delta. The Ainus
were called Yemishi in the earliest Japanese

people who followed food wherever

it

could

'be found and the tribe was idbntified by its
cult of bear veneration and likewise its tradition of leaving shell mounds that loomed
along, the seashore of particular abundant
seas, near where freshwater rivers dumped
their fish into the sea. These trademark
shell-mounds have been found as far apart as
Japan, Honshu and Hokkaido to Alaska and
northern California near San Francisco.
The Chinese forces withdrew from the entire Korean peninsula about 108 BC and soon
after in the first century, three native tribal
kingdoms were formed. In the north the
Kingdom of Koguryu was established in 37
BC,lasting until AD 668. As it was located so
far to the north in the present Korea, it had
few relations with Japan, or Wo.

This is the nation known as Koma in Japan's books but the Japanese never occupied
any part of this northern Korean land.

In the

southern part of the peninsula two

As the serni-official Japan Year Book boldstates: 'The Government rather avoided the
trouble of Korean Peninsula intercourse and
concentrated its power on better administration of home affairs, encouraging intercourse
with China in order to bring Chinese civtlization into Japanese life. . . ' One of the most
impressive (on paper) at this time, AD 645,
was the Imperial family Taika Reformation
(great reformation) which was to correct the
crimes of social inequities, which were almost
coeval with the birth of Japan itself. The
nearly lowest class were the yakko-serfs and
beneath them the slaves, many of them captured and brought from Korea, owned by the
clan families and nearly all the shrines and
temples. The royal Reformation was to end
the crime of being rich among the many poor,
ordering that 'all private land was to become
the property of all the people' and all such
land 'confiscated should be divided among the
people.'

ly

separate states were born and the oldest was

Silia, founded on the Japan Sea coast in
57 BC. The third kingdom, called Pakche by
the Koreans and Kudara by the Japanese,
lasted from 17 BC to AD 660 and stretched
along the Yellow Sea coast, near China. It
was from Pakche that Japan received it's
first Chinese culture, Korea becoming traditionally the bearer of such literature and art.

In AD 661

aJapanese invasion fleet attacking Korea encountered 170 Chinese sail boats

off the mouth of the Pekchon River and as
British historian Murdoch noted in his sober
History of Japan: this was the 'end of all official Japanese attempts on Korea for 930
years.'

From the year 1 BC to AD 1500Japan was
under China's cultural influence, but then
went its own acquistive way, driven, its leadby economic necessity.
When in AD 552 the compassionate Buddhist religion was introduced from Korea into
Japan, it was regulated and manipulated on
ers said,

behalf of a totally unmoral government.
When Zen buddhism was imported from
China by Nichiren, it too was completely de-

humanized and made an adjunct of statecraft.
For many centuries in Japan, the Buddhist
temple was the local za, or money lender at
high interest rates.
- From AD 710 to 793,Japan was in the Nara period, 'the Goldeq Age of Buddhism'
when Japan's royal family was most influenced by China's culture.

reflected the warmth of Buddha nor did the
er penetrate into
an's cruel rulers,
ed down, perhaps

were the builders
image, this was the fiery end of the
kingly way founded on and reflecting as in a
bent mirror, a culture of China. This time
marked the start of a military era, when
power went to military commanders. To
prepare for war to the north on the Ainus
occupying most of Japan down to the mid
region, the emperor commissioned the top
commander as shogun-'barbarian subduing

of the

general'. This wa"s the end of the Nari
period, which had lasted from AD 710 to
993. It was followed by the 'way of the warrior'-bushido-and was named the Kamakura
shogunate which lasted from 1192 to 1337 .
Kamakura Shogunate

Thinking that the symbol of Buddhism
would be useful in controlling the hungry and
unruly people, the shogun ordered the building of another but slightly smaller Daibutsu
than the one burned in Nara. Another statue was built near Edo's seashore with as little effect upon the economic-shaped morality as had made the hunger-weather prevail in
Kamakura as well as Nara. The soldiers of the
45

to be the original deposition of Li

Hsiu<heng, the

Loyal King of the final Nanking period of the Taip-

'Tuipirg Rebel-the Deposition of Li Hsiucheng-by C. A. Curwen (Carnbridge
Uniuersity Press,

1

97 7,

357

pages).

. The Taiping Revolution of the mid-ninteenth
century was a cuftain raiser to the Chinese revolution of this oiie. Needless to say, all material con-

ceming it, in China or abroad, is still of immense interest to the many historians of the period who go
on studying its every aspect.

This book, well set out by Dr Curwen of the University of London, cdrefully annotated, with copious
appendices glossary, bibliography and index, will be
z- great help to aI! who take interest in the subject,
foi most oi the assessments made so far afe recorded,
while many details pr,eviously not collected together
have been included for reference. The main ihesis

ing Revolution- It is stated that this copy was photographed from the original deposition in the hands
of the family of Tseng Kuo-fan in Hunan, where
it was stated to have been held after it was made.

With the help

of

explosives provided

by British

imperialism, the wall of Taiping-held Nanking was
mined, and enough blown up to permit the Manchu's
army investing the city to enter. The outnumbered
Taipings evacuated as they could, the Chung Wang,
Li Hsiu-cheng, giving his good horse to the young
Emperor, a court-brought-up boy of sixteen; to
make his escape on. That was the last we have from
reliable sources on Li Hsiu-cheng. After tlat, reports
differ, depositions differ. It is said that Li Hsiu-cheng
was brought before Tseng Kuochuan, brother of
Tseng Kuo-fan, the Manchu dynasty commander, arid
was slashed on the arm and side, while the Taiping
Emperor's brother Hrurg Jen-ta was tortured beside
him. Later the Chung Wang was paraded in'a wooden
cage, and wassubjecttolengthy intenogations. Final-

'::T1'iT::Y1'1'::":T":',::T*::Yi::T"iiiT':Y':T',:':lT'

Kamakura shogunate talked much of the 'morality of the masses' as they polished their
swords or tested,their new guns.
Slavery was as widespread as before and
now many slaves were employed (forced to
work) in the 'government factories' of the
shogun. Soon different military men established the Muromachi shogunate lasting from
1338 to 1602 with headquarters in Kyoto.
Trade with the outside world began in this
period when the Portuguese ships arrived in
1543. What was important domestically was
the introduction of fire-arins glving each clan
leader the dream of now winning military
power and become shogun.
These troubled times were not good for
strongProsp
his shoman,
d frorn
gunat
-1603
for monopo.ly practice although this was still the age
of feudalism and the time of monopoly capiditalism was yet to
ing
vided all the land
all
set aside for the
the prominent shrines. By calculation it was
asceitained that over 90% of all the land of

second headquarters with half their soldiers
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at his capital for half of the time and

the
other half could be spent at the 'home' castle.

In reality this meant that Tokyo became a
city of brothels, as a result of the decree of
the Tokugawa shogun, expanding from .a
small fishing village on Tokyo Bay into a
huge, rich 'sln city' able to accommodate all
the major lords and their samurai followers

for a full year every other year .while the
middlesized' lords w'ere only' compelled' to
reside in Edo for half the year in bondage.

In every case all wives were compelled to
stay at home while the daughters of the poor
were packaged comm tdities, being substitute
wives-for the army of samurai serving each
lord in numbers ranging from scores to. thousands. A large number of merchants and innkeepers flocked to Edo to become rich from
the traffic in sex, and all the great merchantbanker families made their start in this hot
and corrupt soil of Edo.
By 1716 Yoshimune Tokugawa had inhe-

rited the shogunate and Japan was in economic crisis and the newer shogun became even
more repressive in taxing the landlords, farm-

ers and merchants, including those who dealt

in female flesh. By this time the role of feudalism had been piayed out, the choice land
alt grabbed by a few strong hands and the
wealth of the nation in the form of slaves
or gold, had all been piled up. The Tokugawa
shogunate was the last. It was to end in 1867
and even before then plans were made to uge
the new guns against Korea and China.

king, he was shut in an iron-bar cage, and told to
write. Inside the next seven days before his execu-

tion he is said to have written at the rate of around
four thousand fiVe hundred characters a day, as well
as being interrogated during that time by Tseng Kuofan and others-an extraordinary feat for anyone, let

alone'for one who had come through such traumatic
experiences. He had no expectation but that of
a quick death, was fettered and locked in an iron
-cage.. The deposition he is said to have written

was the basis for the one swiftly sent to Lay, the
British Commissioner of Customs at Shanghai, and
at once published by the Presbyterian Press'there.
The Taiping Revolution was still on, in many parts of
the country, and foreign ships were necessary to transport Manchu tioops, give them communication,
a.rms, etc. All the foreign traders' gains of the two
opium wars would have been lost had the Taiping
.won, so for the profiteers in opium ald so on, the
stakes were high. The deposition was used then as
,,a highly useful piece of propaganda against the Taipings. The original document in the hands of the des.cendants of Tseng Kuo-fan was jealously guarded, for
,obviously there was something really important to
hide. It was the basis for modern criticism of Li Hsiu-

in 1964 by Chi Peng-yu.
As forgery of documents, addition of 'confessions

cheng

and regrets', etc. were a part and parcel of yatnen r:ule
of handwriting or
writer's style could be copied with absolute ease for

under the Manchus, any kind

them child's play, The deposition ceitainly had all
kinds of deletions and additions made by many of
Tseng's staff, betore the amended draft was brought
to him for final correction. We just do not have any
real way of knowing the truth of anything that happened at that time. Actually, the only way we can
judge is by assessing the characters of the two chief
persons involved-Tseng Kuo-fan ald Li Hsiu-cheng.
Tseng Kuo-fan was an outstanding member of the
Hunan scholar-official gentry. Cunning, ruthless, and
enormously rich, he was a complete traitor to his
people, and an abject se.rvant of the corrupt Manchu
dynasty, whose rule he helped so well to perpetuate.
At the time of the Taiping Revolution, he was nicknamed the 'head shaver'as he crudely had executed
so many thousands of people. War profits, collected
during his suppression of the revolution, made both
him and his brother much richer. His diary, written
in the finest classical style, was the favourite reading
of Chiang Kai-shek, who would scan a page every

day, and then go on ordering more communists
killed. For his services to the Manchus, he was created a marquis. and his brother an earl. As a cynical,
tricky, brilliant intellectual, he has been well supported by old-style worshippers of his type, both Chinese
ahd foreign, lining up with him in contempt for any

kind of people's hero. Birds of a feather fly to-

gether.

. Li

Hsiu-cheng was of peasant Hakka stock, his
forefathers having come to Kwangsi from Hoping in
northeastem Kwangtung. He was an illiterate charcoal burner when he joined up with the Taiping
armies. While in the Taiping revolutiori, hc educated

himself arrd was widely known as an able administra-

tor, gaining deep affection from amongst the people,
who felt strongly that he worked for them. As a
military commander, he was known as practical, gallant, and able. A. D. Lindley, the Englishman who
fought in the Taiping Airny with him, was unstinted
in his admiration for his high qualities and character.
After the death of the ailing Taiping Emperor, Hung
Hsiu<huan, he was left in actual command of the
beseiged city of Nanking, and did his best with the
small force left to him, to try and halt enemy mining
of the walls. The mistake of lodging the hopes of
the revolution inside a walled cit-y, and the death of
the best Taiping commanders as a result of internecine strife, were severe set-backs. The cause the
Taipings fought for did live, however, in the hearts
of the people, right on to the Iater Boxer revolution,
then into the Great Revolution and thereafter on to
the present.

A careful reading of Dr Curwen's book makes one
feel more than ever that a full and correct evaluation

of the so-called deposition of Li Hsiu-cheng, edited
by Tseng Kuo-fan, has yet to be made. This, too,
despite all that has been said by the academics of
subsequent times, right up to this present. There
evidently is the line of the sly el€gart aristocrat, the
rascal Tseng Kuo-fan, out to deceive ald to use his

pr€y to his fullest advantage, and then that of the
rebel peasant, Li Hsiu-cheng. Two lines, clear and definite. Never believe the enemy!
NSC

Indian Foreign Policy: The Nehru YearsEdited by B. R. Nanda (Vikas.Publishing Ltd., Delhi, 1976.)
This commemorative work consists of a collection

of highly competent studies contributed by

a coterie
academics and retired diplomats. Its editor, Shri B. R. Nanda, is Director of The
Nehru Memorial Museum and Libiary in New Delhi.
Practically all the contributors can be said to hold up
Nehru in a combination of respect, reverence, an-d

of India's distinguished

awe. In short, a strong

case

of 'perionality cult'has

been posthumously built around tlle name of Nehru-

especially among those Indian liberals over the age
of 45: Strictly speaking, thb Nanda volume contains relatively minor revelations about India's foreign
relations under Nehru,, though most of the nonacademic contributors have had direct personal contacts with the late premier. In order to gain insights
from different perspectives, readers would be greatly
benefited from perusing the works by sugh Western
scholars and diplomats as Neville Maxwell, Walter
Crocker, J. K. Galbraith, Chester Bowles, Michael
Brecher, and Norman Cousins as well as those by Indian academics of different political persuasions.

The main topics covered in this volume include
India's relations with Pakistan, China, the United
States, the Soviet Union, Southeast Asia, the Arab

world, and the Commonwealth. Crucial

issues per-
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taining

to

disarmament and international economic

cooperition have also been dealt with with a good
sense of balance. Above all, it is Nehru's non-alignment policy in international relations that forms the
main thriad of the contributors' discourses. Girilal
Jain, a resident editor of The Times of India, zivets
that Nehru was an 'important spokesman for the Third
World' in the whole decade before 1962: 'A smaller man may have either succumbed to Western
pressures or leaned heavily towards the Soviet bloc.

He did neither.' But one is tempted to question
the fairness of the following assertion made by D. R.
SarDesai, a history professor at the University of
Southern California: 'Since late 1962, Indian foreign

policy has operated in two worlds: the narrow area
of the Sino-Indian conflict; and the wider area of
international affairs, where India continues to adhere
to non-alignment.' Suffice it to say that New Delhi's
role in the breakup of Pakistan, India's implicit alignment with Moscow by means of a 'friendship treaty',
and the 1975 annexation of Sikkim do not in u.ry
way help India's image as a peace-loving and selfrighteous nation in the eyes of many Third World
leaders.

Iir

contradistinction

to

those contributors who

take a highly moralistic stand, K. Subrahmanyam,
former Director of Indian Institute of Defence
Study and . Analyses, sees nitty-gritty realism in

Nehru's approach:

Non-alignment was not merely a moral stand,.
As Nehru himself explai,ned to the Parliarnent, it
wos, in fact, also based on consideratioru of India's
national interest, It was a strategy by whi.ch he

was trying to derfue out of the uorld balance of
forces the maximum couer for India's security.
Giuen the long association with the Englishspeaking world and the Westem orientation of our
/lite, he had to be aery cautious in deaeloping Ind,ia's relatioruhip with the Souiet Union. Eoen the
non-alignment policy came under seztere criticism

from hrge sections of our'elite who prefened

an

outright alignment with the West.

of

With reference to the Sino-Indian border conflict
1962, the late President Ayub Khan of Pakistan

mentioned in his memoir that the Indian Government
was trying to make a mountain out of a molehill.
Neville Maxwell's highly acclaimed work, India's
China War, tends to support the thrust of the late

President's proposition. Moreover, the Westernoriented €lite in New Delhi promptly 'took advantage' of the tense CoId War situation to start an antiChina propaganda in the so-called 'liberal circles' in
the United States andWestern Europe. Domestically,
those in control of the mass media had been so busy
spreading the rumour that the Chinese Communists
were

in the

process of mounting a mass-scale invasion

to conquer India. When the armed conflict eventual-

ly broke out on the

eastern sector of the long SinoIndian border, many surprised eyebrows were raised;
according to Shri Subrahmanyam, 'the possibility of
the Chinese launching a very carefully controlled

limited operation, with very limitgd political
4&

ob-

jectives, appears to have been overlooked altogethef,
both in the services and political circles, 'including
the Priine Minister.' Despite the voluminous antiPeking propaganda emanatiirg from India in 1962-64,
most of the Western experts on Asian affairs were
skeptical ibout New Delhi's claim regarding China's

intention to occupy India or 'to cut India in half'the latter had almost become amlhtary fait accornpli
within a month of the border conflict.

The 1962 conflict brought a formal end to the
period of Hindi- C hinni b h ai- b haii^trz ('Indian-Chinese
Brotherhood'). ln India's CkinaWar Neville Maxwell
argued that the root cause for the border dispute lay
in New Delhi's refusal to admit that there was a
dispute, defending its own version of the frontier line
as. a matter of 'national dignity and self-respect.'

John Gittings, a British political commentator,
analyzed the course of Sino-India relations
World and China, 1922-1972:

tn

has

The

Indin was a rnore compl.icated question [than
pre-1972 Japanl. China did not object to India
giuing the Dalai Lama sanctuary after the Ti.betan
rebellion in March 1959 but did complain of the
acti.aities of Kuomintang and American agents on
Indian soil. They utere 'surpri.sed', not yet out:
raged, by Nehru's behauiour. Peking's Ambassador
to India appealed to the Indian Foreign Secretary
not to f'orget the two countries' cornrnon eoncern
to oppose uS imperialism .. .Within month.s, in
the Chinese oiew, India had gone out of its way to
antagonize Chi.na i.n the East, unilaterally modifuing pmts of the McMahon line in its oun fapour
incidents on the Si,no-Indiqn borand proaohing
d,er. Logically India's relations in the West came
under scrutiny; its stubbornness on the border must
haae an internati.onal class basis. This the Chinese
found. in the contradictions between Indi,a's nati.onal and big bourgeoisie, and the latter's depencapital. The former;
including Nehru, were still judged to share sorne
dence on Western monopoly

cornrnon anti-imperialist ground

uith

China.

Neoertheless China could not fail to notice India's growing econom.ic dependence upon the
United States, and to conclude that 'ThE more
anti-Chinese India i,s, the greater i's the increase in
tlS aid.' Perhaps a more painful grieaance, though
not publicly expressed at the time, was that itthich
the Russians caused by remaining ostentatiously
neutral at the height of border tensions. The Tass
staternent of 9 September 1959, which simply de-

plored. the Sino-Indian clashes uti,thout apportion'
ing blame, uas regard,ed, by Pehing as the first open
display of Sino-Sooiet differences before the eyes
of the uorld.

In July 1940 (that is to say, in the middle of the
Second World War and nine years before the found-

ing of the PRC). Chairman Mao Tsetung wrotd

a

personal letter to Jawaharlal Nehru, in which he emphasized a political peint that was later unfortunately
ignored by many leaders in indcpendent India: 'Our
emancipation, the emancipation of the Indian people

and the Chinese, will be the signal of the emancipation of all the down-tr.odden and oppressed.' Out;
wardly some of these leaders professed friendship
and goodwill toward new China,-but inwardly they
were Jealous,' 'arrogant,' and even 'resentful.' Dr
Michael Brecher, a Canadian political scientist with
considerable sympathy for India, had spent several
dSys interviewing Nehru in 1956. Here is what he
said about the Indian premier's inner thoughts in his
political biography on Nehru:
[He] has made abundantly clear that he considers [the Himalayan border statesJ to be in In' dia's 'sphere of influence'- Nor is he obliaious to
the ineaitable long-run riaalry betuteen Democratic
India and Communist China for the leadership of
Asia. He knows full uell, but neuer admits in

public, that the ideologically uncommitted counlries of the area are watching the contest between
Delhi and Peking, particularly in the econornic
realm, to see uthich $tstenx can 'delioer the goods'.

.

He knous that the fate of Asia hangs in the balance-and hopes that syrnpathetic Western statesmen utill .reglize the implications of the contest

, before it is too late.
' In terms of financial

assistance and moral support,

the indian Government had received aplenty from
both the Americani and West Europeals before
DeiEmber 1971. But in the view of many Indian and
non-Iridian scholars, the Indian society must be rejuvenated and
s own rich huinan and phys
f to be tapped
and harnessed
n Gupta (City
University of New York), one of the most astute
students on Indian politics, has alluded to the eventuality of a political thunderstorm:

It uill

Probably be a long time before India is

in a reoolutionaiy. political crisis- The society is interlaced uith 'trenches,' to use the expression of, Antonio Gramsci, of uthi.ch the caste
caught

systern, the docility of the people born of fatalism,
the linguistic diaersities, the feuds between the

tuto princ'ipal religious communities, and betueen
the land-owning high castes and the landless 'untouchables,' and the gross disparities in economic
deuelopment and leaels of political consciousne$s
are the most noteuorthy. There is no reaolutionary political challenge to the system at this moment, and none is likely to deaelop in the next ten

years. The pressure upon the systenx wi.ll come
from the middle classes of the urban areas, spedrheaded probably by restless, unernployed, and
aliernted youth. However, unrest will almost
certainly begin to penetrate the peasant masses in

the countryside, and once this happens, the system
will probably start to break down. (Italics supplied)
, ,That the Indian society may need a more drastic
transformation also finds its supporters in the United

States Writing it The New iork Times, Bernard,

lVeintraub stated in no r.rncertain terms: 'India . . is
immersed in a deepening economic and political crisis
marked by agit4tion, self-questioning drift. Food

shortages, corruption, radicalism, inflation, indecision, oil prices, the sluggish bureaucracy, the population spiral, declining income, and lagging production have interlocked, creating a sense of cynicism
and gloom.'
Despite the unfortunate state of affairs between
New Delhi and Peking since 1962, the Chinese people
do strongly feel that amity is much more preferable
to enmity, and they :re openly apprehensive of Moscow's hotbreathed embrace (as exemplified in the

Soviet-Indian 'friendship treaty') of India following
the latter's war with Islamabad over Bangladesh (then
as part of Pakistan), undoubtedly .ivith the active encouragement and energetic support of the Soviet
Union. Mr James Reston of The New York Times,
who is considered to be America's leading political
columnist, has keenly observed that 'India has won
the battle for East Pakistaa, but in the larger perspective of world politics; this is not the main thing.
For the Soviet Union has emerged from this avoidable conflict as the mittary arsenal and political

defender of India, with access for Moscowt rising
naval power to the Indian Ocean, and a base of po-

litical and military operation on China's southern
flank.'

. As a result of the 1971 war and its acceptance of
Moscow's sugar-coated inducement, India has become
more isolated than ever before in the Third World.
Such former 'donor states'as the US, Britain, France,
and West Germany are quite taken aback by India's

abrupt and seemingly irritional turn to Moscow. In
a recent issue of the lournal of International Affairs
(Columbia University), Professor Sen Gupta had to
politely call attention to New Delhi's isolation in the
international arena:

The United States Gouernrnent, while conceding India's primacy in South Asia, also saw in the
outcorne of the 197 1 war a geopolitical expansion
of Soaiet influence and power . . .Indeed, India
was seen as but a minor actor; an instrument used
by Moscow to establish its hegemony oaer South
Asia and the Indian Ocean, and to make war with
China. India's geographical neighbours and ideological friends in the Third World were more aued

than thrilled by the Indian interuention in the
Bangladesh struggle. By and large, the Afro-Asians
sau Sooiet pouer lurking behind India's newly acquired glory. Eoenin 1972 the Indinn (and Sooiet)
images of the neu political realities in the subcontinent were at aariance with the images of the rest
of the utorld, especially those of the tln;ted States
and China. India perceiaed the foremost task of
its primacy as reshaping subcontinental relations
and giaing the area a strategic harmony. To China,
and less explicitly to the United States, it was the
Souiet Union, not India, uhich appeared to dorninate the South Asian potitical and security scenario.

In a way one can say that most Indian leaders,
while fully aware of all the ugly features of the oldstyled imperialism, are oblivious of the new*tyled.
social-imperialist bearing

gifts.

So fpr the polar beai

has already made immense inroads

in the

Indian
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area. In the judgment of Girilal Jain of The
of India, zs a consequence of the so_called
'friendship treaty' the Soviet position .is bound to be
Ocean

Times

strengthened from the Mediterranean to the Siraits of
Malacca. Even its detractors in the Arab world will
revise their views about it.,

That there are still many Indian leaders who are literally unaware of Soviet intentions in squthern Asia
can in part be glimpsed from this very innocent remark by a former Indian ambassador to the Soviet
Union, who is a contributor to the Nanda volume:
'Thousands of Soviet experts and technical personnel
have come and stayed and worked in tndia; and there
has not been even the whisper of a suspicion that any
of them has indulged in any undesirable activities.'
However, in a special issue devoted to a scrutiny of

'KGB in Asia,' the Far Eastern Economic Reoieut
(December 31, 1976) had this to say about the Soviet intelligence organization's nefarious activities in
the motherland of Mahatma Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore:

It

is in the Subcontinent-from Burma to Af-

gq.nistan-that Moscow has most succeeded in increasing its influence in pursuit of the same thrust
southwards tozoards the Indian Ocean uthich motiuated the Czars.

Like Bangladesh, India has been one of Moscozo's great success stories, zlith an enorntous expansion of influence achieued unde.r the first years
of Mrs Ind,ira Gandhi's premiership . . .The corrler-

stone of the Soaiet Uni,on's inJluence in India is
of course the Comrnunist Party of India (CPI),
one of the most loyal of Moscou's disciple parties-

It

has played a useful role

in coalition uith

in which Russian leaders took a macabre

pleasure.

Here were Americans, Chinese, North Koreans and
South Koreans merrily killing one another, and not
a Russian soldier was involved.'

The late Secretary of State Dulles used to call

Nehru's policy

of

non-alignment 'short-sighted and
of this, he wab: rightly ridiculed
and even condemned by knowledgeable leaders in
Western countries and the Third'World. But, as Premier Chou En-lai had repeatedly warned, the ghost
of John Foster Dulles presently resides in the Kretnlin. To the many peciple who bear only goodwill tgward the Indian nation, New Delhi's signing of.the
immoral

thinly

'

Because

with Moscow
too well that the Indiia Gandhi government has deviated from, if not abandoned, the
non-alignment policy bequeathed by t\e proud arrd
strong-willed Nehru. Internally India will most likely face turmoil and uncertainly in the political, ecodisguised 'friendship treaty'

signifies only

nomic, and social fields in the next several years. At
this time it is perhaps appropriate to intioduce the
perceptive observation made by ProfeSsor Sen Gupta
as the conclusion of this review:

prime task of infiltrating the Congress party and
promoting the position of the CPI, while en'suring that it continues to toe the Moscou line.
'About 500
Russinn officiak at present in India

In spitle of some of the attributes of a primary
regional pouter, India's integratiue role in the subcontinent. . .has been frustrated by the ability of
Pakistan to refuse to bend to this role, by India,s
failure to satisfy Bangladesh's political and eco.
nomic demands, and by the inclination of China
and the United States to see India not sa much
as an autonomous regional pouter but as a ae'hicle
for expansi,on of Souiet influence. ,Meanuhile,

are pursuikg this aim, of which total about 175 do
tso'ilandestinely as KGB or GRII officers.

Even before his death Nehru Was held in great reby most of the Western-oriented intellectuals.

ver,qnce

Now there seems to be a 'cult of personality' building up posthumously around Nehruji's fame-albeit
without the saintly quality and common touch of

Mahatma Gandhi. He was a learned, stern, and aristocratic nationalist. He cared passionately about
ideas, and he did seem to care about the peoplemore than as political objects. He had his own
strengths and weaknesses-and limitations. Over the
last decade many Western inteIectuals tend to magnify Nehru's failure in not having brought international recognition, political stability, economic pros-

perity, and social justice to India during the last
years of his life. Their expectations appea-r to be too

high. As Neville Maxwell has so eloquently argued
in a study entitled Jawaharlal Nehru: Of pride and
Principle' in Foreign Affairs (April 1974), Nehru
did play a notable role in mediating a number of
threatening disputes during the height of the Cold
50

reviewers, the late

Prime Minister was ably assi$ted by V. K. Krishna
Menon, Sardar K. M. Panikkar, and othei experienced diplomats.) One example about India's mediatory role will suffice. According to Sr:rjit Mansingh (co-author of Diptonxatic Mstory of Modern
India), 'India's diplomats, fed by information from
Ambassador K. M. Panikkar in Peking, often defended China's entry on the side of. North Korea as "defensive", and criticized the militancy,of AmericanpoIicy in Asia.' K. P. S. Menon, one of lndia's veterarr
diplomats (now retired), put it with just a slightly
different angle: 'The fact is that-there was a sifiration

Mrs

Gandhi's Congress party, backing her dismantling
of democracy - . .The Russians continue their

'

War. (In the i:pinion o,f these

India's domestic pozler base is threat'ened by a
seuere economic crisis which may bring ,about
large-scale

political and social instability d,uring

the coming years. Without a.strong, dynamic,and
internationally credible soc,ial base of pouerzohich can come only from a rad,ical re-ordering of
the social system-India, wdth its uast rnanpouer
and untapped and immobilized resources, uill remain for an indefinite period a poiential major
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Women Take up Arms

41 Die in Indira's Pnsons

The, Tunisian Government decided to put into
practice the female military service as from 1977 to
reinforce national defence. In Bizerte, a female group
recently set up in a military school has recruited 140
girls from the seventh-year secondary school students.
They will be sent to different military organs after
finishing a six-month course of military training.
Hsinhua, Tunis, l7 March

At least 41 political prisoners died in Indian jails
during the emergency, it was revealed today.
The Home Minister, Mr Charan Singh, told Parliament that each death would be investigated.
He said more than 34,630 people had been detained under the internal security Act of the former
Prime Minister, Mrs Indira Gandhi.
The Minister also revealed that an investigation
will be held into the jail treatment given to theJanata
Party leader, Mr Jayaprakash Narayan.
AP, New Delhi,6 April

New Hospitals

. According to preliminary statistics of the Lao

Public Health Ministry, hospitals with a total of over
2,600 beds have been set up in 95 of the 120 districts of the country by the end of last year. There
were smaller hospitals with a total of over 1,700 beds
in more than 400 villages out of a total of over 840.

Clinics were set up in over 2,000 of the 10,000
hamlets in the country with over 3,000 public health
workers taking charge.

Hsinhua, Vientiane, 20 March

Ancient China-Siam Link
Six Chinese junks, believed to have sunk in the
13th century, have been found off the coast of
southern Thailand, a Fine Arts Department sPokesman has announced.

The spokesman said several valuable porcelain
pieces from the Sung (960-1279) and Ming (13681644) dynasties were found by divers. The junks
are located in shallow waters of Nakhon Si Thammarat province,375 miles south of Bangkok.

AP, Bangkok,

All by Themselaes
The Malagasy Tamatave Oil Refinery has been
working,well after overcoming difficulties caused by
the withdrawal of foreign technicians since its nationilizatiort. Now all the directors, engineers, technicians and mechanics

of the refinery

of

are Madagascans.

750,000 tons, it has a
surplus output for export to other African countries.

With an annual capacity

sinhua, Tananarive, 28 March

Brick-laying School
Guyana set up its first brick-laying school today to
train more people in the use of clay products in home

building and other construction projects. 22 students, including 8 females, are enrolled in the first
course of the training school, at which all teachers
are Guyanese. The entire course will be based on
the study-labour principle.

Hospital in china
The way Shanghai psychoneurological hospital
treated its patients greatly impressed Professor
Bruca Rosar, a pathol,ogist who headed a visiting
group of Australian Doctors' Reforms Society to
China. He told Ta Kung Pao reporter on his arrival
here with the group from Kwangchow last Saturday
that the patients were encouraged to have confidence and optimism in their treatment. Their active and ea-rnest cooperation with their doctors
usually induced early recovery and return to work.
Mr Rosar observed that in China there are really
few people suffering from mental illnesses. This

is mainly due to the security they have in their work,

their livelihood and other aspects. Such security is
closely linked with the superiority of socialism, Mr
Rosar remarked.
Ta Kung Pao,

Hsinhua, Georgetown, 28 March

Improaed Coffee

Hongkong, 14 April

Ape Jaw-bone 8m Years Old

Recently, Mexican scientific research workers have

bred through cross fertilization an improved coffee,
which can resist coffee rust, a disease causing great
losses to the coffee production of some Latin American

l0 April

countries'

Hsinhua, Mexico City, 1 April

An almost

complete lower jaw5one belonging
arr ancient ape which lived some eight million
years ago was found recently in Lufeng county of

to

Yunnan province.

This important discovery provided convincing
to suppqrt the proposition that southern

evidence

51

China was an important area where the

earlie st

humans came into being.
A joint expedition sent

by the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Yunnan
Provincial Museum excavated the fossil in the
Shihhuipa colliery which has long been known as a
source of fossils from ancient ape.

Hsinhua, Kunming, 17 April

In a Moroccal Television interview, the King'said

he had a report from Colonel Abdallah of the Moroc-

can Expeditionary Force in Zaire's Shaba provincel
the former secessionist Katanga Republic-informing

wounded Katangese ex-gendarme had been
captured and admitted that his irrilt was accompanied
b-y'white men from Angola.'
They were obviously Cubans, the King said. There
was evidence also of Cuban involvement in the invaders' logistic methods, arms, training and rank
tructures

a

.

AFP, Rabat, 19 April

Acupuncture in Pq.nama

A

decree was recently issued

Government
country.

by the Panamanian
to adopt acupuncture treatment in the

Panama showed a keen interest

in the well-known

acupuncture. A television seminar was arranged on
this subject here last evening. The participants made
an eitensive analysis of the theory and practice of
acupuncture. They pointed out that this treatment
is very old in the East, but new to the West. Because

of the present-day developments and achievements
of acupuncture, we should study and master it to

complete the Western medical science, they added.
Hsinhua, Panama City, l9 April

Price

for MiG 25

The Soviet Union has demanded Japan pay 7 .7
million roubles (about HK$51.5 million) compensation for Japan's divulging classified information about
its MiG 25 jet fighter to the West, a leadingJapanese
daily reported today.

The Mainichi Shimbun, quoting

Government

sources, said that the Soviet Ambassador to Japan, Mr
Dmitri Polyanski, made the request on two separate
occasions recently.
AFP, Tokyo, 19 April

Cubans in Libya
Cuban tioops have appeared for the first time in
the streets of Tripoli and Benghazi, Libya's two larg-

52

paper said.

The same newspaper had reported earlier this
month that Cuban Premier Fidel Castro, during his
recent Africa tour, which included Libya, promised
strongman Col. Moammar Khadafy 7,000 men to
UPI, Cairo,23 APril

King Hassan of Morocco said he has proof Cubans
are fighting in Zate alongside an invading force from
neighbouring Angola.

s

ports of Benghazi and Tobruk, 'which are working
day and night to handle the shipments,' the news-

shore up his regime.

'White Men from Angola'

him that

est cities, the newspaper Al Akhbar said Sunday
At the same time, the newspaper said, Cuban and
Soviet vessels are unloading weapons and tanks at the

Ancient Human Sacrific

e

The 250 pits containing slaves killed as human
sacrifices dating backrmore than 3,000 years were discovered near Wukuan village in Anyang city, Honar
province, by the Insitute of Archaeology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences last summer. Anyang is a
site noted for archaeological discoveries.
The excavation belonging to the Shang dynasty
(l6th-1lth century BC) offers significant scientific
data for research into China's slave society.

Yin Hsu, in present-day Anyang, is the ruins of
the capital of the Yin-Shang dynasty during the later
period of the Shang dynasty. Large numbers of slaves
were killed as funerary human sacrifices or as sacrifices to the ancestors of the nobility.
'
Hsinhua, Chengchow, 27 APril
Land of 1,000 Lakes
A comprehensive survey Chinese scientific workers
carried out on the Chinghai-Tibet Plateau has estabIished that Tibet has 1,000 lakes, big and small, about
half of all in China. Together they cover nearly 30,000 square kilometres, approimately one third of
the country's total
Most of the lakes are situated at 4,000 metres

atrove sea level and some in northern Tibet are
high as 5,500 metres.

as

Hsinhua, Lhasa, 28 April

'Cancer Map'
There were more lung cancer victims in coastal
cities while the number of overall cancer-induced
deaths was larger in western Japan than other areas,
the first nationwide 'cancer map' published shows.
The semi-governmental Council of Epidemiological

Study on Distribution of Adult Diseases yesterday
made public a large chart of theJapanese archipelago
carefully painted in five colours-rangihg from red

to blue-each indicating the rate of

deaths from

cancer in the coloured area. It was based on a 19691972 national survey.
Council officals said the map, the first of its kind,

was made

for more extensive study on the

still-

elusive killer disease and its future prevention.
Heart disease and cancer remain the leading killer
in Japan. About 140,000 Japanese died of cancer

last year, according to the council.

AFP, Tokyo, 2 May
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AUSTRALIA
ANGUS & ROBERTSON LTD.,
89-95 Castlereagb Street, Sydney, zooo.
I]CN AGENCIES PTY. LTD.,
r6r Sturt Street, South Melbourne, Victoria 32o5.
EAST BOOKSHOP PTY. LTD.,
255 Rundle Street, Adelaide, S.A. 5ooo.
GORDON & GOTCH (AUSTRALASIA) LTD.,
t34lr+4 Parry Street, Perth, Western Australia.
KALKADOON,
382 Bourke Srreet, Melbourne 3ooo.
R. HILL & SON LTD.,
:o Burlington Stree t, Crows Nest, N.S.W. 2o65.
ROBERTSON & MULLENS PTY. LTD.,
ro7-t3j Eliz,tbeth Street, Melbourne, Victoria.

EAST WIND BOOKStsIOP

IIub Arcade, Shop I,

-397

Sydney zooo, N.S.W.

Pitt

DENMARK

TYSK BOGIMPORT,
Copenhagen.

ENGI,AND

NATIONAL BOOK AGENCY PRIVATE LTD.,

rz

Bankim Chatterjee Street, Calcutta 12,

INTERNATIONAL BOOK HOUSE,
9, Ash Lane, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay r.

ITALY

LIBRERIA

DI

CULTURA OPERAIA,
N. 13, 8or3 Napoli.
ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIA CINA

Vico Carceri A.S. Felice

Roma.

]APAN PUBLICATIONS TRADING CO., LTD.,
P.O. Box 5o3o, Tokyo International, Tokyo.

MACAU

SING KWONG BOOK STORE,
Lxgo do Senado.

z.o,

THE NETIIERLANDS
PEGASUS,

Lridestraat 25, Amsterdam.

NEW ZEALAND
LIBERATION BOOKSHOP
rz3 Willis Street, Wellington.
PROGRESSIVE BOOKS,

8z Victoria Street, W., Auckland.

Eden Street, Newmarket, Auckland.

BLACKWELL'S,
iJythe Bridge Street, Oxford, OXr zEU
COLLET'S CHINESE GALLERY,
4o Great Russell Street, London, \M.C. r.
COLLET'S HOLDINGS LTD.,
Denington Estate, London Road, Wellingborough,
Northa nts.

COLLET'S LONDON BOOKSHOP,
66 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. z.

NORWAY
TIDSSKRIFT-SENTRALEN TANUM

Karl

Johansgt 43, Oslo r.
PHITIPPINES
PHILIPPINE EDUCATION CO. INC.,
P.O. Box 7o6, Makati Comm. Center, Rizat.
SWEDEN
ALMQVIST & WIKSELL,

Grape Srreet, Shrftesburv Avenue, London,

Gamla Brogatan 26, Stmkholm C/Sweden
DANE,I,IUS HANDELS-& FORLAGS AB
BOKFIANDELN OKTOBER

ASIA BOOKS &

KINATIDSKRIFTER

EDW. G, ALLEN & SONS LTD..
W.C. z.
E.q.ST

INDIA

R. HILL & SON LTD.,

BANNER BOOKS AND CRAFTS.
9o Camden High Streer, London N,W.r

ro/r4

PEACE BOOK CO.,
Queen Victolia Street, Tth Fl,
SWINDON BOOK CO.,
64 Nathan Road, Kowloon.
UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.,
r7 Gilman's Bazaar, rst Floor.

9-ro

JAP.A.N

CTIINA ARTS & CRAFTS LTD.,
33 East Flastings St-, Vancouver 4, B.C.
TtItRD WORLD BOOKS AND CRAFTS,
748 Bry Street, Toronto, Ontario.
CEYLON
THE CEYLON EDUCATIONAL SERVICE,
44, Dharnrapala Mawara, Colombo 7.

83, DK-r552
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Street,
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Erik Dahlbergsgatan 4, S-4rr z6

ARTS.

277 Eversholt Streer, London, N.\\r.r

r
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GUANGFIWA COMPANY,
9 Neu,port Place, London, W.C.z,
HACHETTE GOTCH LTD.,
Gotch Hous, 3o St Bride Street, London, EC4A 4Bf

SACU

r5z Camden High Street, LonLlon NWr ONE

Wlvl. DAWSON & SONS LTD.,
Cannon House, Folkestone, Kent,

CTrg

FRANCE

5EE,

u. s" A.
CHINA BOOKS & CRAFTS,
ro r Cherry Street, Seattle, Wrshington
CHINA BOOKS & PERIODICALS,

98ro4.

2g29-24rh Street, San Francisco, California 94rro.
CHINA BOOKS & PERIODICAI-S,
rz5 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. roo3.
CIIINA BOOKS & PERIODICALS

West Madison Street, Chicrgo, Illinois 6o6o6.
CH{NESE NATIVE PRODUCTS LTD.,

zz Catherine Street, New York, N.Y. roo38.
CI.IINA PRODUCTS. INC.
735 Sheridan Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 968r4.

LIBRAIRIE LE PHENIX,

GERMANY

Svensk-kinesiska vanskapsforbundet
Box r9o73 4oo rz Goteborg.

zro

D,\WSON-FRANCE.
B.P. 4o. 9r-PrJriseru.

72, boulevard de Sebastopol, paris

Goteborg.

3e.

EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

CiI)CF e.V
Buclrerdienst, Dreysestr. 17, rooo Berlin

zr.

West Berlin.

HONGKONG
APOLLO BOOK CO.,
z7 Kimbcrley Road, znd Floor, Korvloon.
CHIAO, LIU PUBLICATION SERVICE,
38 Mody Road, Sth Floor, Korvloon,
HONGKONG BOOK CENTRE,
z5 Des Voeux Road, C.
ORIENTAL BOOK CO.,
Far East Mansion, B-7th Floor, Middle Road, Kowloon.

P.O. BOX r943, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35zor.
F.W. FAXON COMPANY, INC.,

r5 Southwest Park, Wesrwood, Mass. ozo9o.
MOORE-COTTRELL SUBSCRIPTION AGENCIES INC.
North Cohocton, N.Y.
REGINALD F. FENNELL SUB. SERVICE,
zo7 West Franklio. fackson, Michigan.
STECHERT MACMILLAN, INC.,
7z5o Westfield Avenue, Pennsauken, N.f

THE LONG

MARCH,

.

o8rro.

7r5 South Park \riew St., Los Angeles, California 9oo57.

Ceramic horses modelled after tri-colour glazed
pottery horses of the Tang dynasty are produced
in Loyang in Honan, a production centre of such
pottery in China. Here are two of those horses"

